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By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
This past spring, Murray Police
Chief David Smith was in a crime
scene investigation school in Paducah when a friend told of his
one-year assignment in Bosnia and
showed him photographs of the
experience
The friend, Princeton Police
Chief Keith Dukes, "thoroughly
enjoyed the assignment," Smith
said.
Soon after, Smith, who had
announced on Jan. 21 his intent
to retire from the police department, applied for an assignment.
On May 27, Dyncorp, a London-based civilian company that
recruits personnel worldwide for
overseas assignments, offered Smith
a stint that would be a year long
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LA GRANGE, Ky. (AP) —
A health department denied a
permit to a couple who wanted to use half of their 333acre farm as a disposal site
for human waste.
The procedure for disposing of septic tank pumpings,
known as "land-spreading,"
brought protests from neighbors who cited fears of foul
odors, health hazards and pollution of wells and streams.
Hedges Excavating Inc.,
owned by Don and Cindy
Hedges, applied for the permit
last month.
State regulations allow the
waste to be either spread on
the land, if properly treated,
or tilled into the earth
The planning office cited
several problems with zoning,
and the soil conservation district's report said the farm's
soils and geology were ill-suited to a land-spreading operation.

Tonight...Thunderstorms
likely. Locally heavy rain possible this evening. Low around
70. Southwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Chance of rain 70 percent.
Thursday. Mostly cloudy. A
50 percent chance of thunderstorms high in the middle
80s.
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like Dukes', who was part-peacekeeper, part-police trainer in Bosnia.
"Of course, it will be a little
bit different story in Kosovo," said
Smith, who received Dyncorp's
call a day after the first peace
agreement was reached in the wartorn country.
Because of the still-volatile situation in Kosovo, Smith is unsure
what the assignment will be.
"The roles of who's doing what
are so unclear at this point it's
hard to know what the duties are
going to be," he said.
But he thinks re-training Albania officers, now that Serb forces
are gone, seems a likely possibility, as well as disarming the Kosovo Liberation Army.
Also, thousands of people forced
out of Kosovo are waiting at the

border to return, which will present other policing problems, Smith
said.
"There's a lot of stuff up in
the air," he said.
That includes the exact date he
will leave, Smith said.
A target date of July 12 has
been set for Smith to go to Dyncorp's Dallas-Fort Worth offices,
where he will undergo training and
a battery of tests before being sent
overseas. He will then go to Kosovo for four or five more days of
training.
Smith said he was slated to
begin the assignment late last
month, but the NATO bombing of
Kosovo delayed it.
"They're still searching for
weapons," said Smith, noting he
recently saw a CNN report that

weapons have even been found in
hospitals. "Apparently, there's not
a real police department."
Also in question is Smith's original plans to have his wife, Robin,
join him for part of the assignment because of the uncertain circumstances in Kosovo.
Smith said Dukes knew an American officer whose wife joined him
in Bosnia and landed a job teaching English to Bosnian children.
Dukes also said he had several days off at times, giving him
time to have his wife fly over
and tour part of Europe, Smith
said.
Whether she joins him or not,
Robin "is supportive

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The YMCA is closing the doors at its Five Points location
today, but it is also very close to moving into a new facility.
Director Dean Ehrenheim said the YMCA will hopefully sign
a lease to occupy two new storefronts at 808 Chestnut Street
by Friday.
"The details really don't revolve around us signing the lease,"
he said. "The real details are in the construction, conversion
and zoning regulations that the state requires for us to move
The new facility would occupy 12,000 square feet and would
include several new areas, including a larger baby-sitting
a family room and a large yet-to-be-determined area.
"A lot of people who are over-skinny or overweight are sort
of intimidated to come in and work out with all the fitness
buffs," Ehrenheim said. "That's what this soon-to-be-set area
would be for."
Ehrenheim said the new plans would also include consolidating the Five Points and 12th Street locations into one facility.
"The 12th Street location has been a good facility for us
over the years ... but it's small," he said. "We don't feel the
YMCA is really living up to its full potential in the community."
The mass of equipment that would be moving into the new

Committee
looks at
local road
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
With Murray in the midst
of what could considered a
construction boom, new roadways have become even more
vital the community.
That is why a group of city
and county officials, as well
as others in the community, have
formed a committee to concentrate on road projects.
"We've started a transportation committee to keep
road projects updated and prioritized for the community,"
said John Williams, executive
vice president of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce. "These are the
major road projects that are in
the state highway plan."
The committee consists of
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, Mayor Freed
Curd, City Administrator Don
Elias, Director of Planning and
Engineering Butch Seargent and
"anyone else involved in planning."
David Graham is the chair
of the committee.
The committee met June 14
with Wayne Moseley, the state's
new district engineer, to get
an update on projected road
projects.
Perhaps the most significant
plan for the Murray area is
one to that would make Highway 121 a five-lane highway

BERNARD KANE Ledger 8. Times photo
TEA FOR TWO...A pair of bumblebees find a snack waiting for them in the flower garden of
Rexie and O.T. Stalls on South 13th Street in Murray.

People examining their coverage
By MARK R. CHEU..GREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If
a doctor cancels his arrangement
with an insurance company. he
should probably tell his patients
with upcoming appointments who
carry that coverage, an officer of
the Kentucky Medical Association
says.
But his colleagues may not
agree and there is a rising question about who has the responsibility for keeping track of the constantly changing relationships
between insurers, doctors and

patients.
Insurance Commissioner George
Nichols told a legislative committee Tuesday the arrangements start
with the contracts between insurance companies and doctors.
Patients then have to choose their
insurers, if they have a choice,
and then find a doctor covered by
their policies. But the contracts
can ordinarily be canceled with
30-day notices and patients can
sometimes be left in the lurch.
When The Physicians Inc., a
group of about 1,800 doctors, decided it would no longer accept Aetna

insurance, many of the nearly
180,000 customers who would be
affected found out through news
reports. What it meant was they
would have to find new doctors
who would take Aetna, risk losing coverage or pay more for
health care.
Aetna and TP1 have since
patched up their differences at least
enough to protect Aetna customers
through March 2000.
Nichols said he didn't want to
get into what obligation medical
providers have, if any, to notify
their customers about what insur-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
PICNIC BUFFET...Cami Pierce, Murray State University director of ethnic programs, and
senior Izola Woods grab a bite to eat Tuesday during the Summer Orientation picnic
on the Oakhurst lawn.

ance companies they honor.
Don Chasteen, a spokesman for
the Kentucky Medical Association,
said doctors have been unfairly
burdened with so much paperwork
by insurance companies. Chasteen
said it would not be feasible for
doctors to notify each of their
patients every time an insurance
company is accepted or dropped.
But he said the primary obligation should fall to the insurance
company for it to tell customers
what doctors it has under con-

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
More women are ready to rumble.
Hammerin' Heather Steele,
Beckie the Farmer's Daughter and
GI Joan helped introduce a new
women's wrestling federation Tuesday, promising role models for
little girls and a more dignified
way to bodyslam villains.
WOW,for Women of Wrestling,
will be based at the Great Western Forum, former home of the
basketball's Los Angeles Lakers
and hockey's Los Angeles Kings.
Hoping for lucrative pay-perview and cable TV action — not
to mention merchandising spinoffs such as action figures — WOW
plans to offer bouts next year,
beginning in Las Vegas and leading up to a championship.
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he said."Some football players have
also volunteered to help us."
From Page 1
Ehrenheim would not reveal the
location, however, has been where
name who currently holds
person's
,most of the tie-ups in signing the
but he did say that perlease,
the
'lease have occurred.
son has been very cooperative in
"A lot of people would assume helping the YMCA find a new
that with those being almost brand- home.
new, never-been-used storefronts
"He's the kind of person who
you could almost just walk in said to us that if we couldn't work
there and start a business," Ehren- out a deal that was beneficial to
heim. "What we're trying to do the YMCA, then we shouldn't do
is fit our square peg operation it." Ehrenheim said."He didn't want
into a round hole."
to twist our arms."
The 12th Street facility would
Ehrenheim said he would be
remain open until the Five Points drawing up plans for state approval
move was completed.
today. He said he had hoped to
Ehrenheim said Paschall Truck have a new facility before the
Lines has donated one trailer and Five Points location closed, but
the YMCA would be renting anoth- he is still optimistic about a deal
er to store the Five Points facili- being worked out.
ty's fitness equipment in until a
"Each day, we're getting a litlease can be signed.
tle closer," he said. "When the
"We're going to have some lease is signed, then we'll get
Class D felons to help us move," more into formal announcements."

:53' • •

from Coldwater Road to Highway
641.
"We're trying to speed that project up," Williams said. "They're
in the design phase right now so
we can get this in the six-year
road plan when the legislature
meets."
According to Williams, the decision to extend the five-lane out
to Coldwater Road was made
because of the new Place Collegiate Properties apartment project
that will create another exit onto
Highway 121.
The five-lanes would consist of
two
on each side, with a turn lane
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
in the middle. Williams said the
THE FIRST BOX: Murray Family YMCA employee Jerry Wilstate would also install a stop light
liams packs notebooks of member records at the Five
at
the intersection between WalPoints YMCA Tuesday as the staff prepares to move into a
Mart. Lowes and the Regional
new facility.
Special Events Center.
"We're trying to shorten (the
process) by getting the design
phase done now in a way that we
• ••
can use the right of way that the
that Sable lost her championship university has agreed to let the
From Page 1
after refusing to appear topless in state have, and design it in a way
a bout. The WWF called the suit that we're not bothering any utilabout 4 1/2 years but resigned
Women have been ill-treated in "a smear job."
ities," Williams said.
Feb. 16 for "personal reasons," wrestling,
said David McLane,
Another suit was filed by the
Williams said the state expects
said Bullitt Circuit Clerk Doris WOW founder
and creator of the widow of Owen Hart. Her husthe design and cost factor to be
Cornell.
successful Gorgeous Ladies of band died during a May 23 paycompleted by October and then
The state attorney general's
Wrestling.
per-view event when he fell more put in the state's six-year road
office, which is prosecuting the
"They're a side show, they're than 70 feet while being lowered
case, presented it to a Bullitt Counplan.
almost treated as a peep show. to the ring on a steel cable.
ty grand jury earlier this month.
The committee also heard plans
They're nothing that I'd be proud
McLane said he expects half for the new highway that
The indictment alleges that on
would
to have a 9-year-old daughter watch. his audience will be female and
four occasions between November
extend from Kentucky Lake to Mayhe
WOW
said
Tueswill
be,"
But
about 20 percent will be teens and field, which is currently being
1998 and February 1999. Kimball
called
youngsters.
and Baldwin altered documents to day.
Highway
68-80.
"So far, the only exposure that
Terri Gold, a 5-foot-tall, 105create a phony driver's license in
Williams said the state will
women have had on television on pounder whose persona is a perky
the name of Jerry Lee Baldwin.
award
the construction portion of
television is degrading. and it's gymnast, said she liked the idea
the
first
phase, which will consist
two
Police say Baldwin had
embarrassing." said Selina Majors. that "they made women out to be,
of Highway 1346 to the lake, in
forged driver's licenses. The indict- WOW's main attraction with 13 like, superior."
November. Work would begin durment also alleges that Baldwin years of wrestling experience.
"I don't feel like I'm a sex ing the early part of 2000.
Idenpossessed a forged Kentucky
WOW aims to show that "we're symbol." she added. "If they said,
tification Card.
athletes, that we're not just thrown 'Well you have to walk around
in there to make the men look in a bikini and hold up signs' I'd
Baldwin is also accused of pergood or to take our clothes off," be like. OK, see ya. You can't
jury for misrepresenting his idenshe said.
pay me enough to do that."
tity in statements he made Jan.
From Page 1
Wrestling is hugely popular on
When she was approached for
driver's
28 when applying for a
TV but it has been taken to the the job. her concern was 'Oh my
tract.
license.
mat lately. A $110 million feder- God, we're gonna look like bim"It's everybody's responsibiliKimball was charged with mis- al lawsuit was filed this month
bos," but now it's "maybe like a
ty," Chasteen said.
conduct for allegedly providing against the World Wrestling Fed300-pound girl bodyslamming me."
Dr. Bill Vonderhaar, a Louisville
Baldwin with blank documents and eration by former women's chamAlthough a press release promdoctor and secretary-treasurer of
failing to reveal that Baldwin was pion Sable.
ises WOW will feature "young,
the KMA, said doctors who sever
using the name and identity of a
attractive
and
athletic
female
relationships with insurance comThe suit claims the business
dead man to obtain official idenwrestlers" — and the evil Thug
panies should probably send notices
has
become
increasingly
"obscene,
tification.
to their patients of that fact. And
titillating, vulgar and unsafe," and did bust into the news conference
on a flame-embossed yellow
he said a patient who learns his
Harley-Davidson — McLane said
insurance is no longer accepted only
nudity and extreme stunts are out.
upon showing up for a longstanding

Ex-court clerk indicted • Wrestling

••

SHEPHERDSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— A former Bullitt County District Court office clerk and her
boyfriend were indicted on forgery charges, accused of making
fake Kentucky driver's licenses.
Deborah K. Kimball, 37, was
arrested Friday and charged with
four counts of forgery, two counts
of official misconduct and one count
of hindering prosecution. She was
released later on a $5,000 bond.
Thomas G. Baldwin, 45, was
charged with four counts of forgery, three counts of criminal possession of a forged instrument,
perjury and being a persistent felony
offender. He was being held in
the Bullitt County jail without
bond.
Kimball worked as a clerk for

•

CORRECTION
•

A story Tuesday about the Murray-Calloway County Parks and
Recreation Department board meeting incorrectly reported that raises for three administrators would
total $16,000. They will total
S10,600.

Williams said the state is finishing up the design and right of
way on the second and third section and will award those projects sometime in 2001. Construction should be completed sometime in 2002.
"They've broken it down into
three phases," Williams said. "We
understand that the bridges over
Kentucky Lake and Barkely Lake
have been approved."
Williams said the bridges would
likely be a three-year project. The
Kentucky Lake construction will
cost $65 million and the Barkely
Lake construction will cost $42
million.
"They will blow up the existing bridges after they complete
the ones right next to them,"
Williams said. "They'll probably
do those in three segments."
The committee also discussed
whether any construction done on
Highway 641 South would be able
to be' done on the existing highway or whether a totally new road
would need to be constructed.
The committee also discussed
traffic concerns.
"One of our big concerns is
where the highway comes in north
of North Elementary School,"
Williams said. "With all these
apartments and the growth in the
area, we're asking them to look
at a three- or five-lane there."
Overall, though, Williams said
the committee just wanted to make
local voices heard.
"We just want people to know
that there are some individuals
concerned about transportation and
wanting to make sure we get our
two bits in for Calloway County," he said.

III Coverage ...
appointment has a legitimate complaint.
"I don't think that's fair to the
patient," Vonderhaar said.
But Vonderhaar said the KMA
has probably not considered such
a question before and he may raise
it before the full board.
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Some brake noise can be normal, but more often it means
that something is wrong. If they
grab, vibrate, or pull, or if the
pedal feels unusually low or
hard, you need to have the
brakes and brake fluid levels
checked.

To find out more
about caring for
your car,
stop by today.

AutoCare
Center
We Install Quality NAPA Parts

www.kylottery.com
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Having 2,200 hours of training
in his 22-year law enforcement
career and a two-year stint as a
Marine "does prepare you somewhat for this type of assignment."
"I've been shot at before here
in Murray, Ky.," he said with a
chuckle.
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Though Kosovo is still considered a hot spot, Smith said he is
not concerned about the assignment,
which will pay about $100,000
and a United Nations per diem
allowance for food and housing.
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Jagger, Hall appear at premiere

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Jefferson County Judge-Executive
Rebecca Jackson did not leave a
$265,000 deficit when she left the
county clerk's office, according to
a state audit.
In fact, the audit released Tuesday said there was $64,036 more
in fees collected than spent.
Jackson had reported the suspected deficit earlier, and it
appeared she might be personally
liable for it.
The audit said Jackson did not
take into account a cash account
in the office and reimbursement
of legal expenses by an insurance
policy. Also some revenues were
incorrectly recorded, the audit said.
Under state law, county clerks
and sheriffs are personally responsible for any budget deficit at the
end of their terms. Clerks also
can be held legally responsible for
mistakes made by their employees, such as misplaced deeds or
liens.
The reported deficit has pestered
Jackson, a Republican who has
tussled with some of the elected
Democratic county officials in Jefferson County, including county
commissioners.
The report by Auditor Ed Hatchett, who is also a Democrat, should
lay to rest much of the controversy.
Part of the confusion may have
been the county's own budget.
Hatchett said the budget projected the clerk's office would return
$353,500 in excess fees to the
county, when only $64.036 was
turned over.

LONDON (AP) — Mick Jagger and Jerry Hall, whose pending divorce could prove ugly, kissed Monday night after a celebrity-studded movie premiere.
Arriving separately at a party after the showing of "Rogue
Trader," Ms. Hall gave Jagger a kiss on the cheek and the couple exchanged a few words while smiling.
They separated earlier this year after newspapers reported claims
by Brazilian model Luciana Giminez Morad that she was carrying Jagger's child. Jagger maintains he and Ms. Hall were never
legally married.
The movie tells the story of jailed financial trader Nick Leeson, whose dealings brought down the oldest bank in Britain.

Kubrik film to open at festival
DRY INSTALL: Murray city employees install a sprinkler water meter to a home on 14th Street
Tuesday, temporarily closing the street during the work. The separate meter will be used to
monitor the homeowner's non-house usage, and will help maintain water pressure inside the
, home.

Wethington may retire under proposal
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Uni- ing law when it met in closed
versity of Kentucky President session last month to consider the
Charles T. Wethington Jr. would contract extension. Faculty groups
retire in two years and become a also have continued to criticize
UK fund-raiser under a proposal the board. saying UK faculty should
trustees will consider next week, have had more involvement.
two newspapers reported today.
Breathitt declined to comment.
The proposal calls for the board "I will comment at the board meetto rescind its controversial 18- ing," he said Tuesday.
Wethington could not be reached
month extension of Wethington's
contract, according to The Couri- for comment.
UK's two faculty board memer-Journal and the Lexington Herald-Leader, which obtained a copy bers hailed the new proposal. "It's
of the proposal. His salary would a welcomed resolution to a diffistill increase by about 19 percent, cult situation and one that seems
and other financial arrangements equitable and sensible," said Loys
Mather, a UK agricultural ecowould remain basically intact.
Board Chairman Edward T. nomics professor.
The other faculty trustee, Dan
"Ned" Breathitt sent the proposal
to board members Tuesday. It is Reedy, a foreign languages proto be considered at a special board fessor, agreed.
meeting next Tuesday.
"It this is approved by the board
The board faces a lawsuit alleg- of trustees, I believe that it will
ing it broke the state open-meet- be an acceptable and equitable

solution to the difficulties which
have faced the board since its May
4 meeting," Reedy said.
There will be "a motion which
I support as a board member and
that I believe that faculty and other
constituencies will find acceptable,"
Reedy said.
Mather and Reedy both voted
against Wethington's extension.
Several other board members could
not be reached for comment.
Media lawyer Jon Fleischaker
said Tuesday he did not know
what effect the proposal would
have on a lawsuit filed June 11
by the Kentucky Press Association, The Courier-Journal and the
Lexington Herald-Leader, alleging
that the board violated the openmeetings law and seeking to void
its action on Wethington's contract.

VENICE, Italy (AP) — "Eyes Wide Shut" will open the Venice
Film Festival on Sept. 1 in its first European screening.
The .stars, Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman, and director Stanley Kubrik's widow will attend the event, the festival said Tuesday.
Kubrik died in March after finishing the movie. The tale of
jealousy and sexual obsession is set to open July 16 in the Unit-

Turner purchases ranch
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Ted Turner, bison guy, has bought
another large ranch.
The media mogul paid $6.8 million earlier this month for 34,186
acres of bison grazing land straddling the Nebraska-South Dakota line, said Russ Miller, who manages Turner's ranches.
Miller said Turner admires the "good grass, good water and
good people" of the Sandhills.
"All we're doing is confirming what we said when we first
bought land there: This is good country," Miller said.
Overall, the CNN founder owns about 1.6 million acres of
ranchland, mostly in New Mexico and Montana. He also owns
one of the largest commercials bison herds in the nation — about

Stars to get spots
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jim Carrey, Don Knotts, Roberta
Flack and Sting will get spots on the Hollywood Walk of Fame
next year.
They and 15 other stars were picked from hundreds of nominations, said Johnny Grant, Hollywood's honorary mayor.
The others include the rock groups Kiss and Aerosmith, Siegfried
& Roy, Jodie Foster, Peter O'Toole, Rob Reiner, director Irwin
Winkler, Ted Danson and Kevin Spacey.

Attorney: Byford did nothing illegal
MARION, Ky. (AP) — The
lawyer defending Crittenden County Clerk Danny Byford in his trial
on charges of misusing county
money said his client made a mistake in judgment but did nothing
illegal.
"Danny Byford did not take
any public money for his personal use. He did not steal any money,"
attorney Bill McGee Sr. said Monday in opening statements to the
jury.

It took most of the day Mon- to pay his mortgage
and other
day for Crittenden Circuit Judge debts without paying
interest.
Tommy Chandler to seat a jury.
"He used money collected in JanThe case is expected to last until uary and February 1995
to repay
Thursday or Friday, Chandler said. money from his 1994
account,"
Hydee Hawkins, the assistant Hawkins said. "You can't
use
state attorney general who is pros- money collected in 1995 to
make
ecuting Byford, told the jury that up for 1994 shortages."
evidence will show Byford was
If convicted, Byford faces one
able to "borrow" money by delay- to five years in prison and loss
ing deposits into his office account of his office. Byford,43,is a Repubfor several weeks at a time. She lican.
said that enabled him to use $58,000
McGee said Byford had a choice

of cutting back on services by
reducing the number of employees or operating on a reduced
schedule or operating at a deficit
with hopes of making up for the
funds in a future year.
He said the mistake in judgment was in operating at a deficit,
which McGee acknowledged was
wrong.

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5. Sat. 8-12

Ronnie Melvin

Specializing in General,
Bridgestone, Firestone
& Summit Tires

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
401 North 4th St.• Murray

DISCOUNT
TOBACCO
POCKET
"Everything For The Smoker"
314 NI UN STREET • 1)0%%\TOWN HAZEL
TWO ENTRANCES!
For Your Convenience
Front & Rear Parking

Msrlboro

The current
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subject to
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are subject to change at any

renewal rate is 3%
orawais prior to age 59

are subject to a 10,
,, federal income

tax penalty

We can.
Fountain Sodas,Snacks, Coffee,
Cappuccino,Smoothie
Freezes...And Much More!
Starting at

SP

Seating Area
For 14
For Your Convenience

FULL LINE OF CHEWING TOBACCO AND SNUFF!
Wide Selection of Premium
CIGARS...C1GARS Cigars
Including Macanudo
LOTTO...LOTTO...LOTTO

If It Is Lotto....We Have IV
•Scratch
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ttery Pay
Offs•Pull Tabs II Pick Three*
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•Powerball MI Cash Five imptoes,c5an po

The Eagle Nest Annuity is a flexible-premium. tax-deferred annuity
issued by American General Annuity
Insurance Company.
With the Eagle Nest Annuity you'll
receive a first-year interest bonus. taxdeferred interest accumulation and
extended care protection. And your
principal is guaranteed by American
General Annuity.
Spread your wings and consider adding
the Eagle Nest Annuity to your
retirement portfolio. Ask the financial
representatives at Union Planters how
this annuity can help secure your
retirement nest egg.
The Eagle Nest Annuity is
available through Union Planters
Insurance Agency. Inc. or its
affiliates. The Eagle Nest is not
available in all states.

While ShoPping In Hazel...Stop By For A Break
And Enjoy Nice Cold Fountain Drinks While You Relax!
American General Annuity Insurance Company. Amarillo. lexas. 1999
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FROM OUR READERS
Program benefits Revision needed
local community for city stickers
Dear Editor:
As a member of the Warner Animal Clinic Veterinary Team I have seen first hand the massive
impact that the Humane Society spay/neuter program has had on the area.
Hundreds of pets have a much better and happier life. Their owners now will not have to deal
with the high cost of many health-related problems such as cancers and infections that are so
common among intact pets, as well as the puppies
and kittens that so often end up as residents of
the animal shelters.
I have praised their hard work time and time
again. I hope that the community is aware and
thankful of the individuals which make the spay/neuter
program a success.
I am also asking everyone to please support
their programs in every way possible.
The Bark in the Park fund-raiser will be held
on July 2, as well as other fund-raisers throughout the year.

Dear Editor:
I am writing in regard to the "high cost" of
Murray city stickers.
This little blue piece of paper cost me $35 in
order to have the privilege to drive my automobile in the city of Murray. My question is, why
do we even have a city sticker at all?
I am 57 and disabled and on a fixed income
and really can't afford to buy a city sticker whose
cost just keeps going up.
I would like to see (or be told) where this
money goes. Also, if this law isn't abolished (as
I think Mayfield has done) I would like to see a
revision so that the disabled (on SSI fixed income),
those over 65 and perhaps hospital employees only
pay half of $35.
To me, this would be a lot easier for me to
pay if the city sticker law has to be! To me it is
almost taxation with -no representation" as no one
in city hall seems to want to talk about the idea
of just doing away with it.

Ir••••••

•'

Lori J. Cavitt
1310 Said Road
Symsonia, KY 42082

Danny M. Rogers
Murray, KY 42071

Activists should be concerned
• The Supreme Court's ruling last
week (June 14) that Operation Rescue
Randall Terry and
other pro-life activists must pay
about $600,000 in fines and attorneys fees for blockading New York
City abortion clinics 10 years ago
limy be cause for the National
Organization for Women Legal
Defense and Education Fund to
celebrate, but the ruling could
come back to haunt them and other
liberal causes.
. The Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances Act (FACE), passed
in 1994 by a Democratic Congress and signed by a Democratic president, unfairly singles out
a single issue - abortion - and makes
certain forms of protest against it
a federal crime.
Yet no federal restrictions were
placed on blocking the South
African Embassy in Washington
during anti-apartheid demonstrations.
If such a law had been in place
during the civil rights movement.
owners of segregated lunch counters could have sued for damages
to their businesses by black customers who were refused service
and would not leave.
Vietnam war protesters might
have been fined for occupying
government buildings or sitting in
at Dow Chemical, a company that
made napalm used in bombs that
burned the skin off human beings.
as certain abortion procedures burn
the skin off unborn babies.
State and local trespass laws
are sufficient to deal with the
occupation of private and public
property, but because the Democratic Congress wanted to make a
statement about abortion, it unwisely built a federal legal fence around
abortion clinics designed to keep
people who regard the procedure
as murder at a distance.
Pro-choicers should be con

CAL'S THOUGHTS

CAL THOMAS

44k

Syndicated Columnist
cemed about the future. Suppose
Roe vs. Wade is eventually overturned. Suppose that a pro-life
Congress and a pro-life president
restrict pro-choicers from civil disobedience against new abortion
restrictions.
The courts and Congress might
see a precedent in what pro-choicers
did with FACE.
Nonviolent civil disobedience is
part of America's heritage. It is a
way to heighten awareness on issues
with a moral component. When
citizens observe people willing to
give up their freedom, sometimes
their lives, for a cause they regard
as just, it can lead to changed
attitudes and then changed laws.
Martin Luther King Jr. was a
proponent of civil disobedience.
He frequently wrote and spoke of
the proper response to unjust laws.
In "I Have a Dream: Writings
and Speeches That Changed the
World," James M. Washington, editor (Harper San Francisco, 1992),
King noted: "Nonviolence offers
a method by which (people) can
fight evil with which they cannot
live. It offers a unique weapon
which, without firing a single bullet, disarms the adversary. It exposes his moral defenses, weakens
his morale and at the same time
works on his conscience."
No wonder pro-choicers had to
shut Terry and his colleagues down.
He was stealing their weapons.
Elsewhere, King noted there are
just and unjust laws. What's the
difference? "A just law is a manmade code that squares with the

moral law or the law of God. An
unjust law is a code that is out
of harmony with the moral law
... Any law that uplifts human personality is just. Any law that
degrades human personality is
unjust. All segregationist statutes
are unjust because segregation distorts the soul and damages the
personality.
The same could be said of those
who are segregated from the human
family (the unborn) or by the content of their ideology (pro-life civil
disobeyers).
King also observed that, "from
a purely moral point of view, an
unjust law is one that is out of
harmony with the moral law of
the universe." But what if people
are largely out of harmony with
such a moral law? How do you
appeal to conscience When, for
example, the economy is all that
seems to matter?
You may not agree with the
substance of the arguments or the
behavior of groups such as Operation Rescue.
You may feel it is important
to be cautious in actions of civil
disobedience, so that they do not
encourage others to violence. Yet
singling out a radical band of prolifers for special penalties is unjust.
The issue should be revisited not
only by a Republican Congress,
but also by those who successfully used civil disobedience to
advance their causes. If not, the
tables may be turned when their
"out-of-favor" issues are questioned.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Kosovo peace plan has quieted
many of the loudest congressional critics of the NATO air campaign. But many questions remain,
including the central ones of how
much peacekeeping and reconstruction will cost and how they
will be funded.
The Republican-led Congress
has shown little enthusiasm for
paying for any continuing operations in the Balkans, or anywhere
else.
"It will probably cost more than
most people think," President Clinton suggested on Tuesday while
in Macedonia. But he added that
the sum for Kosovo would be
"phenomenally less expensive" than
paying for a land invasion and
hostile occupation.
The Clinton administration and
Congress have already done some
preliminary circling.
A majority of House Republicans has gone on record in favor
of barring U.S. funds for Kosovo
peacekeeping. And the Senate has
voted to formally deny tax dollars for rebuilding Serbia so long
as Slobodan Milosevic remains in
power — even though that's administration policy precisely.
Congress is increasingly wary
of other peacekeeping efforts as
well.
On Tuesday, the Senate passed
a bill that would reduce the U.S.
share of United Nations peacekeeping operations from the current 31 percent to 25 percent. The
United Nations isn't directly overseeing the Kosovo effort.
And it's not clear what figure
Clinton had in mind when he said
reconstruction and peacekeeping
would probably cost more than most
people think.
Defense Secretary William
Cohen initially put a ballpark figure at $1.5 billion to $2 billion a
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year for peacekeeping alone. But
other administration officials closer to the process suggested Cohen
was basing his estimates on Bosnia
— and Kosovo would probably
cost more.
Steven Kosiak, with the private
Center for Strategic and Budgetary
Assessments, estimates the cost of
peacekeeping alone — assuming
7,000 U.S. troops in Kosovo as
planned — at up to $3.5 billion
a year.
White House chief of staff John
Podesta said Tuesday that the bulk
of Western aid for reconstructing
Kosovo would have to come from
European countries.
Podesta declined to provide a
dollar figure and also said the
administration would not set a public deadline for withdrawal of U.S.
peacekeeping troops as it did in
Bosnia a few years ago — only
to have to reverse itself.
Bosnia peacekeeping so far has
cost the United States over $9 billion. And counting.
Podesta said U.S. soldiers needed to be a part of the international peacekeeping force for the
"foreseeable future."
Without waiting for the administration to connect the dots, the
Senate Appropriations Committee
voted last week to provide $535
million for the postwar reconstruction of the Balkans, including funds for Kosovo and neighboring Albania, Romania, Macedonia and Montenegro. No aid was
earmarked for Serbia itself.
The Senate plan, based on ini-

tial reconstruction estimates from
European countries, would have
the United States fund 15 percent
to 20 percent of all recovery expenses.
Other foreign aid programs
would be slashed to help provide
the money for the Balkans, including aid to countries of the former
Soviet Union. That drew a veto
threat from Budget Director Jacob
Lew.
While bombs were still raining
on Yugoslavia, Congress passed an
emergency spending bill that included over $5 billion for the air campaign through Sept. 30, if necessary.
But that phase of the operation
is over, with the Pentagon's ordering home this week of 300 U.S.
warplanes.
Sen. Joseph Biden of Delaware,
the senior Democrat on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
said Milosevic's fate is another
major loose end that will dominate congressional debate in coming weeks.
With Milosevic still in power,
"This is not a time to strut," Biden
said.
If the United States remains
steadfast in refusing to support
Serbia reconstruction, "I don't see
how he can possibly sustain himself," Biden said. "I would be surprised if he is around a year from
now."
At the same time, "I would be
equally surprised if he is tried as
a war criminal, even though I
think he should be," added Biden.
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Going steady again
WASHINGTON (AP) — Somehow Boris Yeltsin always finds
his way back to Bill Clinton, and
there are good reasons.
Russia needs help for its economy. And that means President
Yeltsin needs help from President
Clinton. Russia improved its
chances by reaching an agreement
on how its peacekeeping troops
would operate in Kosovo.
The Russians even got something out of submitting to a unified NATO command. A Russian
will be commander at the Pristina airport, which Russian troops
had occupied to the surprise of
NATO.
But Yeltsin gave as well as
received at last weekend's summit of the world's industrial powers at Cologne, Germany.
For the first time, he offered
to talk about rewriting parts of
the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile
Treaty, the sacred bedrock of arms
control.
That could make it easier for
Clinton to deploy defenses against
Chinese, Iranian and North Korean missiles, real or merely feared.
Yeltsin's concession just may
take the heat off Clinton in Congress, where several Republican
senators want to scrap the treaty
and its limits on a national missile defense.
Helping each other out, Clinton agreed to a new round of
weapons reduction talks, which
could spate cash-strapped Russia
from attempting to match the U.S.
arsenal. And Yeltsin again promised to push the Duma, the lower
house of the Russian parliament,
to ratify the 1993 START II, which
requires each nation to reduce the
number of its long-range warheads.
"We need to make up after our
fight," Yeltsin declared during bear
hugs at the summit.
The jolting dispatch of Russian
troops to Kosovo was only the
most recent problem.
Russia had objected vehemently to NATO's use of force against
Yugoslavia, as it had objected to
using force against Iraq for turning away weapons inspectors.
Yeltsin could stop neither assertion of U.S. power, but he got
the most he could out of it, as
he did out of NATO's absorption
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BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer
of former Soviet allies, another
move he was powerless to prevent.
For going along with the eastward spread of the alliance, Yeltsin
got ties to NATO that he claimed
gave Russia a voice in its decision-making.
On Kosovo, Russia got to play
a mediation role with Yugoslav
President Slobodan Milosevic, as
well as a peacekeeping role, and
the G-7 nations pledged to reschedule billions of dollars of debt.
Russia may no longer be a
superpower, but it is being treated almost as one.
The big economic prize for
Yeltsin is still to be earned.
Russia must step up economic
reforms to meet the International
Monetary Fund's requirements for
a $4.5 billion loan.
That depends on the Duma
approving taxation and other belttightening measures. The omens
are not bright. Last week, the
Duma refused to raise gasoline
taxes.
The other half of the prize Yeltsin
seeks is to have its Soviet-era
debts with several nations rescheduled. And that depends on satisfying the IMF.
Clinton told the Russian people in a television interview Sunday their country would not prosper "until your country makes the
basic changes every country must
make to function in the global
economy."

Even with the presidential disclaimer, one knowledgeable outsider, Dimitri Simes, a Russian
emigre who is president of the
Nixon Center think tank, says "it
is quite clear Russia is getting a
payoff for its cooperation on Kosovo."
In an interview, Simes said
chances the Duma would pass a
package of IMF reforms "went
down the drain" when Yevgeny
Primakov was ousted as prime
minister in the spring.
Russia is "a beggar state," Simes
said, with Yeltsin doing what the
United States wants him to do.
With the Russian people aware
of the situation, Simes said, "you
can ask yourself if the U.S. tactical victory is worth the alienation of the Russian people from
the United States."
Similarly, Michael Mandelbaum,
who directs the Council on Foreign Relations' East-West project,
says Yeltsin caved in on the Kosovo peacekeeping operation "in order
to get paid; he sells out Russia's
national interest to get anew loan."
"The thing to remember is there
is public opinion in Russia, and
this is not making a favorable
impression on them," Mandelbaum
said.
On the other hand, Spurgeon
Keeny, the president of the private Arms Control Association,
says both Clinton and Yeltsin seem
anxious to repair the damage over
Iraq and Kosovo.
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Gaylon Turner
Gaylon Turner, 90, Sycamore Street, Murray, died today, June
23, 1999, at 12:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Cyrel Wilson
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The funeral for Cyrel Wilson will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at
Hazel United Methodist Church, where he was a member. The
Rev. Glynn Orr, the Rev. Terry Wilson and the Rev. Eugene Burkeen will officiate. Toni Jones will be in charge of the music.
Pallbearers will be Mike, Justin, Russ, Ryker, Rance and Jason
Wilson, Ricky Orr and Bryan Orr. Burial will follow in Hazel
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the Miller Funeral Home of Hazel after 4
p.m. today (Wednesday). The body will be taken to the church at
noon Thursday where visitation will be until the funeral hour.
Mr. Wilson, 86, Calloway Street, Hazel, died Tuesday, June 22,
1999, at 3:22 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired self employed electrician. Born July 2, 1912,
in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Fate Wilson and
Audie Harmon Wilson. Also preceding him in death were two sisters, Shellie Strader and Ovie Lawrence, and four brothers, Noah,
Harmon, Tosco and Chesley Wilson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marion Mills Wilson, to whom
he was married on Jan. 17. 1938; two daughters, Mrs. Sue Allen
and husband, Terry, and Mrs. Linda OR and husband, Glynn, all
of Murray; four sons, Billy Wilson and wife, Janice, Clearwater,
Fla., Terry Wilson and wife, Patricia, Humboldt, Tenn., Jackie
Wilson and wife, Brenda, Hazel, and Larry Wilson and wife,
Dorothy, Murray; 14 grandchildren; 19 great-grandchildren.

The funeral for John C. Durr was Monday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale officiate.
Grandsons served as pallbearers. Entombment was in the mausoleum at the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Durr, 69, Hico Road, Murray, died Friday, June 18, 1999.
at 9:03 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
emergency
room.
A retired electrician for SKW at Calvert City, he was
a member of Alford Lodge No. 925 of Free and Accepted
Masons at
Aurora. Preceding him in death were one grandson.
Roger Dun,
one brother, Floyd Legendre, and his parents, John
Durr and
Estelle LaMere Dun.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Doolin Durr:
one
daughter, Diane Dtirr, Murray; six sons, John DUrr and wife,
Marian, DeMotte, Ind., Robert Dun and wife, Diane, George Dun
and
Paul Durr, all of Portage, Ind., Roger Durr and wife, Cindy,
Minden, Neb., and Raymond Durr and wife, Suzanne, Murray;
14
grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
Inuestments Since 1854
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Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
IntormatIon

Available
Upon Request

If you smoke,
a door is a
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way to keep
your kids
healthier.

Warehouse Tire

SHERRY ESTES, Jewelry Designer from
Ruidoso, New Mexico, will be at The Place
to show her collection of jewelry in
hand-wrought sterling silver, precious
and semiprecious stones. Please join us.

Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc,
302 N. 12th St
Murray
753-5842

305C S. 12th • Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 270-753-5678

Brook Byron competes in the
hoola-hoop event

(Cooper
TIRES
_

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
505 S. 12th St.• 753-8080

Edna McCleary goes for the
gold and wins it at Purchase
Area Senior Games. Other
friends are Frances Churchill,
Vivien Kern and her daughter,
Carolyn West & Brook Byron.

84 Utterback Road
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 759-8700

-Breakfast Special Everyday - s2.15
Breakfast and Full Regular Menu Served ANYTIME

BreakfastBuffet - Everyday $4.95
Noon Buffet-Sun.-Fri.$4.50
Country Supper Buffet-Mon.-Sat.$4.95
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THURSDAY • JUNE 24, 1999
9:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m.

You Can Count
On Us To Solve
Your Problems
Quickly.

•6 Year Limited Warranty
• 24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

Prices as of 9 AM

Dos Jones Ind, Mg...10669.98 - 52.55

Erica Vidmer has been named
to the dean's list for the winterspring term at Hanover College.
In order to qualify for the dean's
list, a student must attain a 3.5
grade-point average(on a four-point
scale).
Vidmer is a graduate of Highlands High School. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Vidmer. Murray.

other blood types.
The Red Cross Blood Centers
serve as the back up blood supply for most of the nation's hospitals.
"When there is no blood available, it may be too late to provide the lifesaving blood for you
or your family's emergency," said
Larry Doyle, Calloway Red Cross
Blood Drive Coordinator. "Our
blood supply depends upon your
voluntary blood contributions to
fill this need."

(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

Report

Company

On Thursday St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main
St., Murray, will sponsor the Red
Cross Blood Mobile.
The Red Cross nurses and technicians will accept blood donations between noon and 6 p.m.
Donor requirements are 17 years
of age, weigh at least 110 pounds,
not donated blood within the last
56 days and be in generally good
health.
Currently the Nashville Region
is experiencing a critical blood
shortage of type 0 blood and all
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The Murray Family YMCA
began as a youth program YMCA.
There was no gym, no facility,
just a small office and a couple
dozen kids needing after-school
childcare. We've been meeting that
need for over 10 yean.
Today, you could go to Calloway Middle School and find 7080 kids, ages 5 - 13, engaged in
activities and programs that promote caring, respect, responsibility and honesty. We built strong
kids then and now.

Last year, about this time, the
In a couple of weeks we'll
YMCA took a Father's Day trip work with Mattel again
to host
to a Cardinals Baseball game. Com- the Kids' Parade
at "Family Day
plete with parading on the field, in the Park" on July
3. Registrawatching Cardinal players play tion is free and applicatio
ns can
catch with their kids, eating a ball be picked up at
the YMCA on
park frank and watching Mark 12th Street. The
patriotic tribute
McGuire and the rest, was a fam- to Ole Glory helps
our families
ily memory-maker.
appreciate our unique freedom and
Just last month, with the help
of FROGGY 103, Mattel and many independence that comes with being
other businesses, we hosted the an American.
first Mattel Kids' Fair. Over 690
Yes, the YMCA builds strong
local families attended. Nearly 400 communities.
families from out of the area
As I look back over the year.
attended. All got to participate in I am pleased with what has been
this fun, free, family event. We accomplished. We do build strong
do build strong families.
kids, strong families, strong comIn November of 1998, we had munities.
the first Community-wide Prayer
Now, the YMCA is at the threshBreakfast. Young and old attend- old of something even bigger. This
ed. We came together as a community to worship and pray.

project will help set the direction
of the YMCA for years to come.
Growth! Our move to a newer,
bigger facility is nearly set. However, just like anything involving
committees, planners and inspectors, the process moves slower
than you'd like.
The 5 Points YMCA branch's
last day is today. We're packing
up for our move this week. We
plan to be up and running in our
new facility in August - just in
time for the student's return.
You'll find more space, new
facilities, additional programming,
larger babysitting space, soon-tobe-fit workout room (away from
the hunks, where I swear you'll
feel comfortable).
Plans are drawn and we're just
awaiting code approval from the
state. It's close to campus, near
the park, plenty of parking, and
easy to access. Trust me, you'll
love it.
Where?
Check out the front page of
today's Ledger

Frank Hayden Lancaster
The funeral for Frank Hayden Lancaster will be today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
Bob Swift will officiate.
Pallbearers will be deacons of First Baptist Church, Mayfield,
where he was a member. Burial will follow in Greenlea Cemetery, Fulton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church,
Mayfield, or to a favorite charity.
Mr. Lancaster, 87, Fairlane Drive, Mayfield, formerly of Murray, died Sunday. June 20, 1999. at 10 p.m. at his home.
The former Murray man served on the Murray City Council
from 1955 to 1967. He was manager of the former Capitol and
Varsity Theatres for many years and was a former partner in Lancaster & Veal Men's Clothing Store in Murray. In 1965 he opened
the former Holiday Inn in Murray as its first innkeeper, and later
operated Holiday Inns in Elizabethtown and Mayfield and also
worked for the State Division of Forestry.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Josephine Alexander Lancaster; one daughter, Sandra Carman, Murray; four grandchildren.
David Lee Elliott, Murray, Amanda Carman Osborne, Bowling
Green, Daniel Howard Carman, Sommerville, S.C., and Amy Carman, Louisville; five great-grandchildren: one sister. Mrs. Eufala
McWaters, Cadiz; one brother, Augustine Lancaster, Brunswick,

John C. Durr
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As 1 sit at the computer terminal, ready to write this week's
"Building Blocks," I have noticed
that this is my one-year anniversary for the column. That's nearly 52 articles - nearly because I
missed a few weeks. Sorry, Amy!
The first "Building Blocks" was
to set the tone for what I'd write
about in the upcoming installments.
I wanted to demonstrate some of
the many ways we are building
strong kids, strong families, strong
communities. Anniversaries are a
great time to take inventory. What
has gone on in the last year?

• Blood Glucose Monitors
• Insulin Injectors
• Sugar-Free Foods
and Candies
• Diabetic Cookbooks
• Consultation
• Product Training

• Medicare, Medicaid,
and Private Insurance
filed for people
with diabetes
• We will gladly special
order any item
• We Deliver

Ruth Pickens, R. Ph. • AnnEtte Owen, R. Ph.
We are always available to answer your questions and listen to your concerns.

300 S. Eighth St. • Medical Arts Building • 762-1500
Pt
PPt;ef
2420 E Wood St.• Pans• 642-3900• 1-800-325-3229

Conveniently located adjacent to Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Monday-Friday 8:00-5:30 • Saturday 9:00-Noon
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Surprises are wonderful! Ewing Stubblefield of Hazel received
one for his 70th birthday June 14. He has been minister of
Bethlehem Church of Christ in Henry County, Tenn., for 30
years. Following the Sunday morning service on June 13, his
family and friends honored him with gifts and a proclamation
from the church. The service was conducted by sons and grandsons. His wife of 49 years is the former Youlanda McClure.
Mr. Stubblefield said he had received over 240 cards from
11 states for the birthday card shower.

Between the Rivers, Inc., will meet
This week marks our 12th year in
business. We will be celebrating
Wednesday the 23rd through Saturday
the 26th. To thank our customers. we
will have 20% to 50% off storewide.
excluding
Brighton®. Tommy
Bahama® clothes and engravable sterling silver.
Our anniversary comes at the perfect
time of year for our customers to save
on all their summer wardrobe needs.
Suits and dresses for weddings, sun
dresses for reunions, capri pants. twin
sets will all be marked down for our
special event. We have a large selection
of jewelry at 1/2 price, new picture
frames, candles, chip and salsa dishes.
rivets. lots of perfect gifts for weddings.
Thursday we will be having a
Brighton® trunk show. The sales representative from Brighton will be here
from 11 a.m.-4 p.m. with the complete
Brighton® line of jewelry, handbags.
wallets, belts, sunglasses and all of the
small leather goods.
Brighton® is such an extensive line it
is impossible to carry all of it. While
she is here everyone will be able to
choose their favorite items and place an
order for what pieces you like the most.
We will be giving away a Brighton®
handbag. so be sure to come in and register. Brighton® products are known
for their quality and service. They
repair or replace any of their products
that become worn or break.
We hope you will be .able to join us
each
day. Wednesday through
Saturday. Refreshments will be served
daily and of course we will serve lunch
on Friday from 11 to 2 p.m. As always
we will be giving away a door prize on
Friday too.
Speaking of that, congratulations to
Mitzi Cathey who won the porcelain
hand painted box at our lunch on
Friday.
D.K. Kelley definitely has something
for everyone — sizes from 2-18 casual
to dressy and in between.
If you haven't been in lately. you are
missing an exciting shopping experience. We are always happy to help you
find the perfect outfit With accessories
for every occasion.
In closing, I just want to say thank
you to each and everyone who has
shopped with us during the last 12
years. We keep trying to find new and
different merchandise to please and
satisfy everyone. Our goal is for each
customer to feel great about themselves
and have confidence in our merchandise. Join us this week.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report

Emily Godbey of Liberty, center, was named as Fair Queen of the Murray-Calloway County Fair. Others named were, from left, Amanda Carter, Murray, fourth runner-up, Kendra
Richards, Boaz, second runner-up; Godbey; Brittany Floyd, London, first runner-up and
Ms. Congeniality; Kaci Greer, Murray, third runner-up. Each contestant competed in interview. swimsuit and evening gown. Godbey will compete in the Miss Kentucky County Fair
Pageant in January of 2000.

Cancer survivors event at St. Jude
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital at Memphis, Tenn., will
host its Fourth Annual Survivors
Conference on July 31. This is a
celebration for all former and current cancer patients.
This year the conference's theme
will be "Survivors: Lighting the
Way!" Patients are invited to come
and celebrate with other survivors,
their families and former doctors
who will be returning for the occasion.
The event will be held on the
grounds of St. Judge Children's
Research Hospital near the Danny

Patricia
Baker
lost
76-1/2 lbs.
and
81
inches

former St. Jude doctors and nurses, are invited come and be a
part of the Survivors Conference.
For further information please email survivors@stjude.org or call
the St. Jude Public Relations
Department at 1-901-495-3306.
Online registration is also available at St. Jude's official website,
www.stjude.org.
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital in Memphis, Tenn., was
founded by the late entertainer
Danny Thomas. The hospital is
an internationally recognized biomedical research center dedicated
to finding cures for catastrophic
diseases of childhood.
The hospital's work is supported through funds raised by
the American Lebanese Syrian
Associated Charities(ALSAC). All
St. Jude patients are treated regardless of their ability to. pay.
ALSAC covers all costs of
treatment beyond those reimbursed
by third party insurers, and total
costs for families who have no
insurance.

Magazine Club will meet
Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
home of Rainey Apperson. Alice Koenecke will present the program on the years of 1940-50 on the year's theme of "To the Millennium, Through the Last Century."
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Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is for any person who has
ever lost a child or young adult by sudden death. For information
call Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Kerry Lambert, MCCH chaplain
at 762-1274.

NARFE Chapter will meet
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Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at Green Horse
Cafe, Highway 121 North. Steven H. Levy with Anthem Brokerage Corp. will be the speaker. "Mr. Levy is an expert in LongTerm Care Insurance," according to Fran Souder, chapter secretary.
All members and interested persons are invited.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. to
help persons to fill out forms and answer questions. This is a free
service.

Asthma Day Camp Saturday
A free one-day camp for five to 12-year-old children with asthma and their caregivers will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at Murray State University Curris Center. This is being sponsored
by the Respiratory Care Staff of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call 762-1174 or 1-800-342-6224.

Tennis camps scheduled

Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
FT:3

The Quilt Lovers of Murray will have a "Display of Quilts" at
the Calloway County Public Library on Saturday from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Door prizes will be given. There is no admission and the
public is invited.

The annual meeting will be Sunday at Stewart Cemetery, located north of Murray between Almo and Dexter. A potluck meal will
be served about noon. For those unable to attend they may mail
their donations for the maintenance of the cemetery to Sue Thweatt,
2161 Radio Rd„ Almo, KY 42020.

Remember Patricia Bake she has lost 8 more pounds since you
saw her last For a total of 76-1/2 lbs and 81 inches Pat is doing
great and we are very proud of her
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Quilt display on Saturday

Stewart Cemetery meeting Sunday
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for
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kt.icictufr
305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441

Thomas/ALSAC Pavilion begin at
5 p.m. A Memphis-style barbecue
dinner will be served beginning
at 5:30 p.m.
After dinner there will be a
program for the attendees, highlighted by testimonials from cancer survivors and their families.
The program will conclude with
a candlelight vigil to honor the
strength and courage of the survivors. Music will be provided
throughout the evening by The
Acousticats.
All former and current St. Jude
cancer patients, as well as any
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Between the rivers, Inc. will hold its annual meeting to elect
board members and officers on Saturday at 2 p.m. at Land Between
the Lakes Jenny ridge Picnic area. This will serve as the regular
July meeting. A potluck picnic will follow at 4 p.m. All family
and friends are invited to attend and participate in the day's activities.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227

Calloway County High School will be offering tennis camps
again this summer. Student camps will be July 5 to 9 for first
through sixth grades and July 12 to 19 for seventh through 12th
grades with times 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. each day. Adult camps for
both male and female will be July 5, 6 and 8 from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
For information or to sign up call Sue Outland at 753-8682 or
Calloway County Board of Education at 762-7375.

Get report cards by Thursday
Murray High School students can pick up their report cards
today and Thursday at the school office. Hours will be 9 to 11
a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m.

305 N. 12th St.• University Square • Murray
'At
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523 South 6th St,
Mayfield, KY
i
(270) 207-5313 Zt
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PER GALLON
MAIL-IN

Don't Miss This 5A1.E!!!
June 21st through 30th

Rebate
Up to $25.00

All 5oys 8( Girls Sport 6( Dress Wear

on these premium productc,
• Regal Wall Satin
• Regal AquaGlo
• MoorLife
• Regal Aqua Velvet

• MoorGard
• Moorwood Stains
• Regal AquaPearl
• MoorGlo

PAINT PLUS
H vvy 641 S • Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY • 759-4979

Sale Good
June 12
thru
July 18
Limited Time
Otter

Buy I
Get
FREE!
Monday thru Saturday 9:30-5:00

753-1703
.:14,s.,th liiist.. ,

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916
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Mr. and Mrs. Gene Knight will celebrate their 45th wedding anniversary with a reception, hosted by their daughter and grandchildren, on
Sunday, June 27.
The event will be at Rudy's Restaurant, Murray. All relatives and
friends are invited to call between the hours of 1 to 4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Knight were married June 28, 1954, at First Baptist
Church, Corinth, Miss. Their attendants were Jerry Lavender and Dot
Farris.
Mrs. Knight, the former Barbara Shelton, is the daughter of the
late Hassell and Lucille Harris Shelton.
Mr. Knight is the son of the late Thurmon Knight and Mildred
Wilkerson Knight Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Knight have one daughter. Cindy Knight Owen, and
three grandchildren, Stacie, Josh and Robyn.
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Mr. and Mrs. Chris Sheridan of 1223 Edgehill Tr., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Ethan Wade Sheridan, born on Friday, June I 1,
1999, at 7:44 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 13 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Lori Roberts. A brother is Dylan
Sheridan, 4.
Grandparents are Fred and Phyllis Roberts and Jerry and Lottie
Sheridan, all of Murray.
Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Elizabeth Haneline of Coldwater, Mrs.
Mary Roberts of Murray and Mrs. Elaine Jones of Kirksey.

Burkeen and Caldwell
wedding on Saturday 4-H Camp needs support
Elizabeth Burkeen of Benton and Michael Caldwell of Murray
will be married Saturday, June 26, 1999, at 6 p.m. at Kenlalce State
Resort Park, Aurora.
A reception will follow the ceremony. All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
Miss Burkeen is the daughter of Jerold and Martha Jones of Benton and David and Wanda Burkeen of Monticello, Ga.
Mr. Caldwell is the son of Webb and Julia Caldwell and Judy
Caldwell of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1997 graduate of Marshall County High School
and is attending Murray State University pursuing a bachelor of science degree in accounting. She is employed at the office of Dr. Glen
R. Van Loon in Benton.
The groom-elect is a 1990 graduate of Murray High School and a
1995 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor of science
degree in electrical engineering technology. He is employed as project manager for Ingersoll-Rand Company in Mayfield.

Hill named winner
Christopher Glenn Hill of Murray has been named a national
award winner in science by the
United States Achievement Academy.
Hill who attends Calloway
County Middle School was nom-

oun• to
free

mated for this award by David
Foley, a teacher at the school:
His biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Hill is the son of Roy and Lisa
Hill of Murray.
He is the grandson of the Rev.
and Mrs. W. Glenn Hill of Reidland and of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
(Junior) Garland of Murray.

By GINNY HARPER
Calloway County 4-H
One of the highlights of my summer is going to West Kentucky
4-H Camp in Dawson Springs
with youth from all over Calloway County. I enjoy getting to
know our campers and see them
learn and develop new skills and
abilities.
Community support is needed
in two ways in order to make
this camping season successfuL
The first need is for outstanding male and female adult and
teen leaders to go to camp to
help oversee and instruct our youth
in classes.
Adults do not have to pay to
attend, but there is no monetary
pay for your week of toil and
labor for the youth of our community. Teens pay $35 to attend.
Background checks will be run
on volunteer leaders for the protection of the campers. Adult and
Teen Leader Applications are available at the Extension office.
The second is financial support. Most of the campers pay
their fees to attend camp, but there
were twenty-nine youth from both
school systems that have applied
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CHRISTOPHER HILL

Do you have a
hot news tip? The
Ledger will pay
$10 for the best
news tip of the

Whirlpool
Refrigerator
•14 Cu. ft. Storage
*Wire Shelves
•Self-Defrosting
Model #ET-14NK

month.
ONLY $399
)Limit One Special Per Household)
COURT SQUARE-MURRAY • 753-1713

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH • CASH fi CARRY!

or-49=1 4117
'
I/ I'
40k,

for assistance in order to attend.
The youth completed a camp scholarship application.
A committee ranked all applicants for scholarships by need and
desire to attend based on their
personal writing. The fee to attend
4-H camp is $80.
4-H camp is a wonderful experience for all who attend. Help
make 4-H Camp 1999 memorable
for these youth.

SUBSCRIBE
CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS
Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS
HOW DO YOU STAY
WITHIN YOUR BUDGET?
It would be
wonderful if
you could
walk into a
furniture
store and tell
the salesperson that you
had unlimited funds and
wanted to
buy everything at once to furnish your home.
But, we all know that hardly anyone can do that — so the question
is: ...How do you furnish your
home with attractive and comfortable things and still stay within
your budget?
It can be done.
Experienced furniture people, like
ourselves. CAN interpret your
tastes, lifestyle — and your budget
— and translate them into a beautiful home.
There are many ways to solve the
problem and we can help you do it.
Among the solutions are having
knowledgeable people, who care
about you, available to help you;
having different choices and variety.
available; and having furnishing
values available.
You can also consider such plans
as selecting just one thing, or things
for just one room or area, at a time.
It can all add up to a practical way.
toward a more beautiful home, and
we invite you to take advantage of
the help we can give you.

Calloway County Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore St., Murray, features these Lab mix puppies, male and female, eight
weeks old, left, and a Calico kitten, six weeks old, as some
of the animals available for adoption. Hours of the shelter
are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. Saturday and closed on Sunday. For information call
759-4141.

SHADY GROVE HERBS
-,:i.,Spirrabzin9 in -D76.d,t,

d. LAiiimetipt Y;irtif,o

ORGANIC HERB PLANTS, SEEDS
& SCENTED GERANIUMS
HERBAL AROMATHERAPY PRODUCTS
UNIQUE HAND-CRAFTED ITEMS
UNUSUAL GIFTWARE
LOCATED

IN A CHARMING RED BARN

SUMMER HOURS
THURSDAY - SATURDAY
8:00 A.M. - 12:00 NOON

i--*
r **

3550 SHADY GROVE ROAD, PkRis TN
3 1/2 MtLFS N. OF Hwy.. 79
(901)644-9721

Charbroiled Steaks
since 1972

;our

birdluhu

Open at 5pm
Every evening
June 9 - Aug 22
(closed Mon & Tue
in Spring & Fall)

Klv
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

1-270-474-2773
serration hotline
1-800-474-2770

Crass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 S. Third Street
Mum?,KY 42071
(5021753-3621

Summer Sale
25% off

presented by the

First Baptist Church, Murray

firsit
:
Annabelle Daisy Chain
Grapevine Junipher
Maypop Red Grapevine

Wednesday, June 30

Vintage Rose Emporium

Thursday, July 1

Finer Gifts & Registry

7:00 PM

111 South 4th Street 759-2100
Hours Monday-Friday 10:00 - 5:00
Saturday 10:00 - 2:00

Please call 753-1854 for free ticket information
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Spurs face questions about
By KEN BERGER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Michael Jordan
was in the same predicament. So were
Magic Johnson and Larry Bird.
All three won the first two games of
the NBA Finals at home, only to have
their teams stumble on the road in Game
3. All three led their teams out of treacherous territory and went on to win the
NBA title.
Your move, Tim Duncan. What's it
going to be in Game 4?
The San Antonio Spurs. hearing questions about their fortitude and a tinge of
doubt about their dominance, face a crucial Game 4 tonight against the New York
Knicks. The Spurs still lead 2-1 after
dropping Game 3 at Madison Square Gar-

Game 4 tonight in New York
den on Monday night, but the next game
will say quite a bit about what these
Spurs are all about.
"It's not out of control, and it's not
in control," said Duncan, coming off his
worst game of the finals with 20 points
and a scoreless fourth quarter in the 8981 loss. "It's right there where it can
swing either way."
When the Spurs break the huddle and
walk to center court at the raucous Garden tonight, their championship quest will
be somewhat in limbo. They need the
kind of poised, efficient performance that
helped them win 12 straight postseason

games and go go undefeated for 41 days.
Another meltdown under all the pressure that Allan Houston, Latrell Sprewell
and the "Mecca of Basketball" can offer
will put them in a dangerous spot, indeed.
"I think we play the same way," Spurs
guard Steve Kerr said. "This stuff is not
easy. We were just kind of laughing when
people were talking about sweeping. We
knew that wasn't the case. These guys
are tough. But we also believe that if we
play hard and well, we'll win."
Kerr's optimism might stem from the
fact that he had a certain teammate who
wore No. 23 for the past few years. Kerr

played on the Bulls team that found itself
in a similar scenario two years ago —
up 2-1, but coming off a loss and facing a precarious Game- 4 in Utah.
Jordan's Bulls dropped Game 4 as well,
only to recover and win the next two
games for the fifth of their six titles this
decade.
The Lakers of Johnson, Kareem AbdulJabbar and James Worthy won Game 4
in Boston in 1987, and Bird's Celtics
won Game 4 in Houston against the Rockets of Hakeem Olajuwon and Ralph Sampson in 1986. Both teams won their titles
in six games.
Unlike those teams, the Spurs must
contend with questions about their toughness.
The old Spurs were said to be soft as

Charmin, seemingly waiting for Mr. Whipple to intervene when more physical teams
tried to rough them up. The new Spurs
were supposed :to be different.
"They've been tested, they've been
through adversity, and their guys are going
to fight just like we fight," New York's
Charlie Ward said. "Pressure can be a
factor if you are mentally weak, but I
don't think those guys are."
Sprewell saw a lot of San Antonio
when he was in the Western Conference
playing for Golden State. The conventional wisdom on how to rattle them was
simple: Bang them around, get into their
heads and they'd crumble.
"I thought it was an unfair label. It
was just that way because they hadn't
won," Sprewell said.
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Reagan Field
undergoing
10-year facelift
Bermuda grass
new for infield

men"
The field has been in its present location since 1989.
"This is the first time we've
done this since the field's been built;
if you really take care of one it
needs it every 10 years. but it
needs it about every two years if
you don't use a lot of preventative measures," Thieke said.
The project, at a cost of about
$2,000, will provide a better playing surface, Thieke said.
"Bermuda grass has a smoother
surface and it will eliminate some
bad hops." he said. "And we're
getting closer to getting lights here,
and when we do we'll have more
summer games and Bermuda will
be able to withstand it better than
the fescue and rye that we've got

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
After 10 years, Reagan Field
i. getting a facelift.
The infield playing area will
be resodded with Bermuda grass
Friday while the infield foul areas
will be resprigged with Bermuda.
"The infield grass was in good
shape this season, but we had to
work awfully hard on it in the
fall," said 'Breds coach Mike
Thieke, who has been working
this week on preparing the field
for the new grass to be put in.
"Appearance isn't the reason we're
putting Bermuda in, it's because
it plays better and because it will
take less maintenance in the sum- • See Page 9A
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Reagan Field is being prepared for Bermuda grass sod which will be installed in the infield Friday. The
new grass is the first replacement in the field's 10-year existence.

Becker comes back for Wimbledon win
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By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— Boris Becker came back from
two years off and two sets down.
The three-time Wimbledon
champion returned to his favorite
tournament Tuesday and barely
avoided a hasty exit. Becker overcame three match points in the
fourth set and rallied past wildcard Miles Maclagan 5-7. 6-7 (79), 6-4. 7-5, 6-2.
The match was Becker's first
in a major tournament since he
announced his retirement from
Grand Slam competition following a quarterfinal loss to Pete

Sampras at Wimbledon two years
ago. Becker, 31, changed his mind
but swears that this Wimbledon
really, truly will be his last.
"I'm still around, somehow,"
he said.
Just barely. Becker's first-round
victory was so harrowing that his
wife, Barbara, left before the match
ended. She's expecting their second child in mid-August.
"She was getting very excited
toward the end of the fourth set,"
Becker said. "I turned to her and
I told her to be quiet, to calm
down a little, because otherwise
we have a baby on the court. The
more excited she gets. the earli-

er my second one is coming."
The only first-round upset on
the women's side ranked with the
greatest shockers in Wimbledon history. No. 1 Martina Hingis was
drubbed 6-2, 6-0 by Jelena Dokic.
a I6-year-old qualifier ranked
129th.
The match was Hingis' first'
since an emotional loss in the
French Open final that left her
sobbing on her mother's. shoulder.
"I think she's devastated by the
French Open fiasco," said six-time
Wimbledon champion Billie Jean
King, a commentator for HBO.
"I think it's taken a lot out of

her. She doesn't have her equi- round were 15 of the 16 seeded
librium back. She looks emotion- men. No. 14 Tommy Haas' firstally crushed."
round match against Peter WesIt was only third time the No. sels was suspended at two sets
1 women's seed has been elimi- each because of darkness.
nated in her opening match at
Winners Tuesday included No.
Wimbledon, and also the third 2 Patrick Rafter, No. 4 Andre
time during the Open era that a Agassi and No. 5 Richard Kratop women's seed has lost her open- jicek. All won in straight sets.
ing match at a Grand Slam event.
Becker, meanwhile, survived a
"It happens to everybody some- four-hour marathon against Maclatime's." Hingis said. "I'm not that gan, a Briton ranked 298th. Beckdisappointed."
er saved the first match point with
Among those advancing easily an ace, one of 31 he hit, and
Tuesday were No. 2 Lindsay Dav- saved the final match point with
enport and No. 5 Jana Novotna, another big serve.
the defending champion.
After pulling out the fourth set.
Joining Becker in the second Becker pulled away in the fifth.

Petition fails,
but Belle
leads Orioles
over Boston
The Associated Press
Even $65 million isn't enough
to make Albert Belle want to play
an exhibition game.
He made that clear Tuesday
when he posted a sign next to
his locker asking for signatures
from teammates wishing to boycott the Baltimore Orioles' Aug.
28 game at Triple-A Rochester.
A few hours later, Belle was
all business, though. hitting a threerun homer as the Orioles rallied
past the Boston Red Sox 5-3.
"I think our talent is finally
coming through." Orioles first baseman Will Clark said.
Baltimore has won 11 of 12,
moving within five games of .500
at 32-37. The Orioles trailed 3-1
before rallying in a four-run eighth.
Belle. signed to a $65 million.
five-year contract by the Orioles
II See Page 9A

He improved to 69-11 at Wimbledon. including 9-2 in five-set
matches.
"Today was as close as it could
get," he said. "But, you know,
there's a reason why I've won so
many matches here.
"I'm the kind of player, especially at Wimbledon, who's not
going to give it to my opponent,
and he has to earn his victory.
He played incredibly well, but not
good enough at the end."
Becker next plays fellow German Nicolas Kiefer, seeded 15th.
"I think Boris wants to go out
on Centre Court with a standing
ovation," Sampras said.

Cubs rally for
win at Colorado
"The lesson here is never give
up. The other lesson is never get
down 9-1," said Mark Grace, who
had three RBIs for the Cubs.
Chicago cut the deficit to 12By DENNIS WASZAK Jr.
10 in the seventh on Rodriguez's
Associated Press Writer
13th homer, off Jerry Dipoto.
The Colorado Rockies built an
In the eighth, after singles by
eight-run lead against the Chica- Curtis Goodwin and Mickey
go Cubs after three innings. As it Morandini, Grace lined a two-out,
turned out, the Rockies didn't score two-run double down the left-field
enough.
line off Mike DeJean (1-3). Grace
Henry Rodriguez hit a three- then scored on Rodriguez's single
run homer and drove in the go- to right.
ahead run with a single in the
In other NL games. the New
eighth. helping the Cubs rally from York Mets beat Florida 8-2, St.
a 9-1 deficit for a wild 13-12 vic- Louis edged Houston 4-3 in 14
tory at Colorado on Tuesday night. innings, Philadelphia defeated Pitts"We've been doing so bad, we burgh 3-2, Montreal beat Atlanta
really needed this win," said 2-1, San Diego got past Los AngeRodriguez, who went 3-for-4. "To les 4-1, Milwaukee defeated San
come back in that kind of game, Francisco 5-1 and Cincinnati edged
down 9-1, is almost impossible." Arizona 8-7.
The game turned into a slugfest
Cardinals 4, Astros 3
as the Cubs hit five homers, includ14 innings
ing an NL-leading 24th by Sammy
Mark McGwire singled home
Sosa, and the Rockies had four, the winning run in the 14th inning
topped by a 483-foot third-deck shot off Jeff McCurry (0-1) in St. Louis.
by Larry Walker, the fourth-longest
Mike Mohler (1-0) finished for
in Coors Field history.
the win.

MChicago battles from
9-1 down for 13-12
victory over Rockies

The Calloway County High School softball team had its year-end banquet recently.
Award winners were (front, from left) Kaci Ellison. sophomore academic award; Kelia
Easley, outstanding defense outfield award and Calloway County athletic boosters'
senior award; Sabrina Emerson, pitching award, senior award and senior academic
award; Jessica Norsworthy, highest batting average, most runs scored, highest onbase percentage and senior award; (back, from left) Christina Adams, pitching award
and senior award; Ashley Futrell, freshman academic award; Whitney Ragsdale. Wade
Garland Award and most RBIs; Jenni Pigg. outstanding defense infield and junior
academic award: and Chelsea McCuiston, freshman academic award. Not pictured is
Whitney Morris, coaches' award and senior award.
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Rauf says he
has lost desire
for basketball

20 AND UNDER SOFTBALL

MOn June 21, Peoples Bank topped Data Technologies 25-1 5 For Peoples Bank, Lindsey Lawson had a grand slam home run, Megan Raspberry
scored, Heather Schroader homered, Heather Collins doubled and scored
and Lacy Hocking and Whitney Morris scored Peoples Bank scored 17 runs
in the fourth inning For Data Technologies. Lacy Latimer singled. Megan
Miller, Kay Higgins. Krista Shelby, Rebecca Boyd and Brittany Beane scored,
Kelly Gipson singled and Jennifer Delancey tripled
MAlso on June 21, Peoples Bank downed F.T.W.P. 12-5 For Peoples
Bank, Brittany Darnell, Kosty Linn, Heather Schroader, Megan Raspberry,
Tiffany Rogers, Suzanne Chandler, Knsta Doran, Kady Lyons and Lindsay
Lawson scored For FTWP, Marcie Williams singled Emily Vance singled
and Christina Adams doubled and scored

10 AND UNDER SOFTBALL

On June 21. Thurman Furniture defeated Ross Roofing 13-4 For Thurman Furniture, Jessica Torsak had two hits, Kayla Holmes doubled. Savannah Smith singled, Amy White homered and Emilie Reinhardt singled.
For
Ross Roofing, Ginny Furches tripled and scored while Rachel Rushing,
Jessica Martin and Laken Peal all scored

14 AND UNDER SOFTBALL

1110n June 18, Cunningham Farms defeated Perkins Drywall 11-2 For
Cunningham, Megan Snow and Lindsay Miller each doubled
and singled and
Sherrie Sexton, Stacey Rodeman, Keyshia Chadwick, Jessica Scott and
Kayla
Hurt all singled For Perkins. Sara Bryan had two singles and a double
and
Kaysin Huchens, Kelli Vorrhies, Kaylee Ligon and Ashleigh Fannin
all singled.
IIIAlso on June 18, Zax defeated West Kentucky Insurance 20-12
For
Zax, Rebecca Cripps tripled and singled, Shelley Kirks and Megan
Maynard
doubled and single and Carrie Radke doubled For WKI, Kelsey
Sykes doubled and singled and Haley Hart, Julie Phillips and Shannon Shelley
each
had two singles
INAlso on June 18, Murray Mold & Die edged Murray Professional
Firefighters 16-14 For MM&D. Ton Hicks and Katie Smith each had
two singles and Marcy Boggess and Holly Gibbs each singled_ For MPF,
Sara Scott
tripled and singled. Brittney Ray tripled and MacKenzie Jones had
two singles

THE
RAMEY
AGENCY
AUTO

• LIFE • HOMEOWNERS
:)., zci leurri<N
"Ask Me About Life Insurance" Agen'

1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to Cain's)•(502) 759-5151
MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L
New York
Boston
Toronto
Baltimore
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct. GB
Cleveland
46
22 .676 Chicago
34
33 .50711 1/2
Detroit
30
41 .42317 1/2
Kansas City
28
40 .412 18
Minnesota
25
44 .36221 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Texas
39
31
557 Oakland
36
34 514
3
Seattle
35
35 500
4
31
38 4497 1.2
Tuesday's Games
New York 7, Tampa Bay 0
Toronto 4, Cleveland 3
Baltimore 5, Boston 3
Chicago 6, Minnesota I
Kansas City 4, Detroit 2
Oakland 5, Texas 3
Anaheim 4, Seattle 2
Wednesday's Games
New York(Clemens 6-2)at Tampa Bay (Eiland
0-2), 8:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Nagy 8-4) at Toronto (Hentgen
5-6). 6:05 p.m.
Boston (Saberhagen 2-2) at Baltimore (Guzman 3-5), 6:35 p.m.
Minnesota (Lincoln 2-8) at Chicago (Sirotka 6-6), 7:05 p.m.
Detroit (Thompson 6-6) at Kansas City
(Witasick 2-5), 7:05 p.m.
Oakland (Oquist 6-5) at Texas (Morgan 75), 7:35 p.m.
Anaheim (Hill 3-6) at Seattle (Halama 5-2).
9135 p.m.

National League
East Division
W
L Pct.
Atlanta
42
28 600
New York
39
31
557
Philadelphia
36
32 529
Montreal
27
39 .409
Florida
24
46 343
Central Division
W
L Pct.
Houston
Cincinnati
Chicago
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
34
34 .50061/2
Milwaukee
32
38 4579 1/2
West Division
L Pct. GB
Arizona
30 577 San Francisco
32 5561 1/2
Colorado
33 5005 1/2
Los Angeles
36 4717 1/2
San Diego
38 433 10
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee 5, San Francisco 1
Philadelphia 3, Pittsburgh 2
New York 8. Florida 2
Montreal 2. Atlanta 1
St. Louis 4, Houston 3, 14 innings
Chicago 13, Colorado 12
Cincinnati 8. Arizona 7
San Diego 4, Los Angeles 1
Wednesday Games
Milwaukee (Woodard 7-5) at San Francisco (Ortiz 8-4), 2:35 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Benson 5-5) at Philadelphia (Byrd
10-3), 6:35 p.m.
Florida (Meadows 5-7) at New York (Leiter 5-5), 6:40 p.m.
Montreal (Batista 6-3) at Atlanta (Millwood
7-4), 6:40 p.m.
Houston (Reynolds 8-6) at St. Louis (Acevedo 4-2), 7:10 p.m.
Chicago (Mulholland 3-2) at Colorado (Astacio 6-5), 8:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (Avery 4-6) at Arizona (An.Benes
4-7), 9:05 p.m.
San Diego (W.Wil)iams 2-5) at Los Angeies (Valdes 5-6), 9:35 pm

Junior Food Mart won the Mustang II league tournament
recently, defeating
the ATOs 7-6 in the championship game. Junior Food
Mart finished the regular season with a 9-1 record. Team members are (front,
from left) Wesley
Alexander, Shane Glickson, Eric Berberich, John Hafner, Adam
Crawford; (back,
from left) assistant coach Hal Perry, Jason Scarborough,
Elliott Lovett, Wesley Perry, Zachary Miller, Jonathan Belcher and coach
Greg Boran. Not pictured is assistant coach Danny Alexander.

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Murray
State women's golf coach Velvet
Milkman was a match winner in the
championship flight of the Kentucky Women's State Amateur at
Eagle Trace Golf Course.
Milkman beat Leslie Fossitt 1up.
In the first flight, Murray's Judy
Lyle lost I-up to Dee Dee Hays.

on it now."
Bermuda also withstands summer heat better than the current
grass.
"When we play our games next
year the Bermuda will still be
somewhat dormant, but it will take
less maintenance during the summer," Thieke said. "Fescue stresses in the summer and goes dormant, and when it does, it leaves
a bare space and anything else
that's in the ground will sprout
and you have problems with weeds.
"Bermuda is a creeping grass
that grows both vertically and laterally and will cover any bare
spots while fescue only grows vertically," he added. "Around the
end of September we'll overseed
it with rye for greenness. Bermuda normally grows until the first
frost."
Thieke performed a similar project while an assistant coach at Memphis State.
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try to slide differently, but I'd still
try to move up a base."
Lopez began 15-days on the DL
today. Dr. Joe Chandler, the club's
orthopedic surgeon, drained fluid
and blood from the knee Monday.
and then recommended Lopez be
placed on the DL for only the second time in his six-year career.
Lopez, who posted career highs
last year with 34 homers and 106
RBIs and had a major-league best
.995 fielding percentage. was hitting .321 with 37 RBIs when he got
injured. No other non-pitcher had a
batting average over .300 for Atlanta

us early is now going right," Clark
said. "We couldn't get a bloop hit
with the hope he would lead them earlier in the year. Now we're
back to the playoffs, keyed the getting things like Mike hitting a
key single after failing to lay down
inning with the homer.
After Charles Johnson singled a bunt."
In other games, New York beat
and took second on a single by
Brady Anderson, Mike Bordick Tampa Bay 7-0, Anaheim beat
twice fouled off a planned sacri- Seattle 4-2, Toronto beat Clevefice bunt. With two strikes, Bor- land 4-3, Chicago beat Minnesodick grounded a single to left off ta 6-1, Kansas City beat Detroit
Mark Guthrie(0-1)to load the bases 6-2 and Oakland beat Texas 5-3.
"The schedule says we play
for B.J. Surhoff, who hit a sacrifice fly. Belle then connected off three games here. We can't leave,"
Boston manager Jimy Williams
John Wasdin.
"What wasn't going right for said. "I don't know anything about

being hot or cold or whatever."
Belle, by the way, got no support in his drive to skip the
Rochester game, The sign had one
name: Belle's. And it was gone
before the end of batting practice.
shortly after Orioles vice chairman Joe Foss ventured into the
clubhouse.
Yankees 7, Devil Rays 0
Bernie Williams, went 4-for-S
and Orlando Hernandez (8-6)
pitched a three-hitter as the visiting Yankees got their first complete game of the season. New
York is 12-1 against Tampa Bay
in the last two seasons.
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Peppers Chev.-Olds-Cadillac-Tbyota

I
ATLANTA(AP)-Javy Lopez
knows many Atlanta Braves fans
think a stocky catcher has no business stealing second base with a 73 lead.
But the two-time All-Star believes baseball should be played
hard all the time, even though his
seventh-inning slide Sunday in Arizona ended in a trip to the disabled
list.
"That's the way I look at it,"
said Lopez, who sprained his right
knee after homering twice in the
Braves' 10-4 win over Randy Johnson. "If 1 had to do it again. I might

GULFPORT, Miss.(AP)- Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf, who played in Turker this season after an eight-year NBA career, says he is retiring
from basketball because he no longer has a passion for the game.
Rauf, who refused in 1996 to stand for the
national anthem while with the Denver Nuggets, said he didn't even complete his season in
Turkey.
"There was a lot of problems that came
about with management, with the finances,
people didn't want to play," Rauf told WXXVTV of Gulfport. "So I came home (from Turkey)early, because I lost the desire in playing.
"I've decided to retire. Right now, I'm just
focusing on improving in the (martial) arts and
dealing with the youth at home in Gulfport and
other areas where I'm needed."
Known as Chris Jackson when he was a
standout at Gulfport High School and LS1.1, he
changed his name upon his Islamic conversion
in 1991, the year after the Nuggets made him
the third pick overall in the NBA draft.
The player said he has not ruled out a comeback, but said it's unlikely.

"We felt that we could do it
here, and by us doing it ourselves,
we saved $2,000," he said.
The first step in the renovation was to kill the existing grass
by spraying a herbicide. The field
was then measured for its water
runoff grades, followed by a laver
of sand.
On Friday, Tri-Turf of Paris,
Tenn., will lay the 42-inch-by-100foot rolls of sod, which come on
spools and are laid down from a
mechanism on the back of a tractor.
"They told me they could do
it all in six hours," Thieke said.
"And they said that after three
days we could play on it, but we
don't have to get on it again until
the second weed of September."
Thieke said the outfield will be
reworked next summer, no-tilling
in Bermuda grass.
"The reason we can't redo the
outfield the same way we're doing
the infield is because we don't
have sprinklers out there." he said.

June Specials
1999 Corolla
#99158, P.W., P/Locks, AM/FM Cassette.
Cruise, Tilt. Much More

$16,163.00
- 1,600.00 °
0

pers Discount

1999 Calmly LE

First Baptist Church - Murray, KY

;

St. #99190, P/W, P. Locks, Tilt, Cruise.
Cassette/CD. Remote Entry

1 BELIEVE IN AMERICA
Wednesday, June 30 at 7:00 PM
Thursday, July 1 at 7:00 PM

$20,769.00
- 2,400.00

pers Discount

Loans from $10,000 to $75,000
• No equity required - easy qualifying

• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
• Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half

Homeowners Only

1-800-819-7010

PAYMENT BASED ON 1150% NOTE RATE 12 649 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABlE
Visit our websitte... www.nationwidelenc
ling.corn

MID AMERICA GARAGE BUILDERS
Melber, Ky.• Owner - Terry Burnett • 5021674-5779
"Our Goal? Service That Exceeds Your Expectations
"
2x6 Rafters

Shingle Roofing
Variety of Colors

Steel Overhead
Door
Treated
Bottom
Plates
4" Reinforced
Concrete Slab

St. #99296, P.W., P/Locks. AM/FM Cassette.
Cruise. Tilt, Much More

1/2" Plywood Decking

°A List
I
0 Peppers Discount
#A Factory Rebate

or Blandex
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Under Vinyl Siding
4" Curb
(Optional)

PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT

I
0

Masonite
or Vinyl
Siding

I

$3,625
$4.325
$4,625
$4,825
55.325

$4.025
$4.725
$5,125
$5,225
$5,925

COMPARE BOTTOM LINE PRICES!

r

Your Price

$

noo o

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.-

FREE ESTIMATES

1'2 Car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2'. Car (24x24)
Large 2., Car (2400)

$ 19,81 3.00 °
0
- 1,421.00 I
- 1,000.00

/
Price does not include tax, title and license All rebates applied down

Service Door
Anchor Bolts In Concrete

,, Pt-PP't;ecf ,
,
,
,
0

CARPENTER BUILT - NOT PRE-FABS!
ACT FAST...SAVE BIG ON THE GARAGE OF
YOUR CHOICE
Standard Models with Hardboard Siding
Deluxe Models with Vinyl Siding
1 :Car (12)(20)
2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2'. Car (24x24)
Large 22 Car(24x30)

/
0

1120 Puryear Country Club Rd. • Puryear, TN 38251

(901) 247-3264

I GiEvRinEr

0

0

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
0
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229 (f)TOYOTA 0
0
}Oldsmobile

ta.-•-•:‘,Nili.,41-1L-1L.-‘,‘..-‘46.1'.%.11L-‘,‘%,:%.NO
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Home economics entry contestants released

The Kirksey Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 recently presented the award for Outstanding Proficiency in American
History to Bryan Furches and Kyle Starks. Both are students in the Calloway County Middle School.

ec6ralin INTER10
•
-------,
RS
Window Treatments • Carpet
Upholstery • Bedspreads
Furniture • Accessories

D5-118-4 or 759-1776
Pamela Clark

We come to you

LET Us PUT YOU
BEHIND THE WHEEL
OF A QUALITY USED
CAR OR TRUCK
1999 Mazda B2500 SE Pickup- St. #99250.1.
$12,986
White, A/C, PS/PB, only 3,000 miles
1998 Dodge Intrepid ES - St. #99160.1. Burgandy,
V-6, auto., NC, leather, all power, 50,000 miles

Jane Steely, county agent in
home economics, has released the
entries in the Home Economics
Division of the Murray-Calloway
County Fair as follows:
Flowers and Plants
Colorful Foliage - Murrell Madrey,
first; Rachel Talent, second; Connie
Talent, third: Scott Coleman.
African Violet - Rachel Talent, first.
Blooming House Plant - Rena Hopkins, first; Connie Talent, second; Jean
Lewis, third.
Hanging Basket - Rena Hopkins,
first.
Non-blooming House Plant - Connie Talent, first; Murrell Madrey, second.
Marigold - one stalk - Scott Coleman. first.
Single Rose - Murrell Madrey, first
and second.
Other Cut Flowers - one stalk Lib Dalton, first; Scott Coleman, second; Rena Hopkins, third; Rachel Talent.
Zinnias - Rena Hopkins, first and
second.
Cut Flower Arrangement - Connie
Talent, first and second; Murrell
Madrey, third; Finis Guthrie.
Miniature Cut Flower Arrangement
- Connie Talent, first; Phyllis Duckworth. second; Rachel Talent, third.
Arts and Crafts
Holiday Crafts - Clara Jankos, first;
Bobby Hillburn, second; Tommie Turner, third; Catherine Claywell.
Christmas Crafts - Linda Hughes.
first; Debbie Woods, second; Connie
Talent. third; Margaret Priddy.
Handmade Doll Clothing - Abby
Kelly, third.
Handmade Doll - Dorothy Holland,
first.
Tole Painted Item - Debbie Woods,
first and second; Joetta Kelly, third.
Wood Crafted Item - Stella Latham, first; Mary May Garner, second;
BiIl Utterback, third.
Knitted Item - Heather Ferguson,
first.
Crocheted Item - Linda Hughes.
first and second.
Ceramic Item - Rose Allen, first
and second; Roderick Reed. third.

Pieced Item, not quilted - Connie
Talent, first.
Stenciled Item - Connie Talent,
first and second.
Quilted Item - Jan Byrd, first.
Appliqued Item - Linda Hughes, first
and second.
Jewelry Item - Jan Byrd, first;
Clara Jankos, second; Manetta Pace,
third; Joetta Kelly; Phyllis Duckworth;
Charlton Claywell.
Handmade Toys - Linda Hughes,
first; Charlton Claywell, second and
third.
Photograph, framed - Alice Like,
first; Joetta Kelly, second; Abby Kelly,
third; Connie Talent; Cecil Like.
Painting, framed or mounted - Joetta Kelly, first and second; Phyllis
Duckworth, third; Connie Talent.
Drawing, framed or mounted - Phyllis Duckworth, first and second, Joetta Kelly, third.
Miscellaneous Craft Item - Debbie
Woods. first and second; Jean Lewis,
third; Rachel Talent; Dale Witty; Stella Latham; Billy Utterback; Dorothy
Holland; Scott Coleman.
Machine Embroidered Item - Linda
Hughes, first and second; Connie Talent, third.
Cross Stitch Item - Jennifer Hale,
first.
Abstract Art Item - Connie Talent,
first and third; Rachel Talent, second;
Angela Oliver.
Useful Handmade Item - Linda
Hughes, first; Rose Allen. second;
Dale Witty, third; Stella Latham.
Junior Exhibitor Art Item - Abby
Kelly, first; Scott Coleman, second;
Rachel Talent. third; Joseph Kelly;
Cyndy Reed.
Junior Exhibitor Craft Item - Justin
Lewis, first; Angela Oliver, second;
Joseph Kelly, third; Rachel Talent; Abby
Kelly; Charlton Claywell; Catherine
Claywell.
Home Furnishings
Wreath, any type - Joetta Kelly,
first; Henry Richardson, second; Connie Talent, third; Corenne Harrell.
Other Household Linen - Linda
Hughes, first and second: Connie Talent, third.
Dried Flower Arrangement - Jean

$16,995
1998 Jeep Cherokee Sport - St. #99259.1. 2WD,4
.

door, green, A/C, auto., 4.0, 6 cyl., 33,000 miles

$16,995
1998 Dodge Durango SLT+ 4x4 - St. #506.1.
Leather, V-8, 3rd seat, rear air, tow package,

$26,982

cassette/CD, 22,000 miles

1998 Ford Ranger XLT Pickup - St. #99267.1.
$9,995
Dark green, PS/PB, NC, 32,000 miles

Buy, Lease, or Rent
a Tank & Get 1 Year
Guaranteed Gas Price

1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee - St. #99002.1. V-8,
LTD, 4x4, black leather, all power, 27,000 miles

Reduced $24,995
,

1997 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 - St.

Lake Region Propane Gas, Inc.

#99146.1. V-8, char-gold, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,

$18,995

cassette, 47,000 miles

31 Small Lane
Hardin, KY 42048

1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99215.1. Maroon, 3.5 L.,

753-8011 • tollfree 800-354-8050

V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette

Lewis, first and second; Joetta Kelly. worth, first; Connie Talent, second;
Miscellaneous Handmade House- Alice Like, third; Rachel Talent; Rena
hold Item - Linda Hughes, first; Scott Hopkins; Robert Swager.
Coleman, second; Manetta Pace, third;
Jelly - junior exhibitor, any jelly
- Rachel Talent, first and second.
Bobby Hilburn.
Stuffed Pillow - Jan Byrd, second.
Preserves, Peach - Phyllis DuckQuilts, full size - Linda Hughes,
worth, first and third; Alice Like, secfirst.
ond; Jan Byrd; Connie Talent; Rena
Baby or less than full size quilts
Hopkins.
- Linda Hughes, first and second; Jan
Preserves, Strawberry - Connie TalByrd, third; Phyllis Duckworth.
ent, first and second; Gina Claywell;
Wall Hanging, any type - Connie
Phyllis Duckworth.
Talent, first; Mary May Garner, secPreserves, any other - Alice Reinond; Catherine Claywell, third; Jan
hardt, first and second; Phyllis DuckByrd; Charlton Claywell.
worth, third; Alice Like; Bronzie ColeJunior Exhibitor home furnishing
man.
item - Rachel Talent, first and secJams, any type - Phyllis Duckond; Charlton Claywell, third; Abby
worth, first; Connie Talent, second
Kelly; Joseph Kelly; Angela Oliver; and third; Alice Like; Alice Reinhardt.
Catherine Claywell.
Jams,junior exhibitor - Carrie ReinClothing
hardt, first and second.
Apron - Connie Talent, first; Gina
Sweet cucumber pickles - Connie
Claywell, second.
Talent, second and third.
Decorated Sweatshirt - Debbie
Dill cucumber pickles - Connie
Woods, first and second; Connie Tal- Talent, first and second; Bronzie Coleman, third.
ent, third; Rose Allen; Joetta Kelly.
Vegetable relishes - Robert SwaOther Decorated Clothing - Debbie Woods, first and second; Linda gert, first; Jennifer Hale, second; Robert
Hicks, third; Connie Talent; Rena HopHughes, third.
kins; Cecil Like; Alice Like; Phyllis
Vest - Joetta Kelly, second.
Dress or Jumper - Debby Fergu- Duckworth.
Other pickled vegetable - Gina
son, first; Linda Hughes, second and
Claywell, first; Murrell Madrey, secthird.
Skirt. Pants or Shorts - Linda Hugh- ond; Bronzie Coleman, third; Connie
es, first and second; Connie Talent, Talent; Phyllis Duckworth; Robert
Hicks.
third.
Canned peaches - Phyllis DuckWardrobe Accessories(made or decworth, second; Rena Hopkins, third.
orated) - Linda Hughes, first: Connie
Any other canned fruit - Alice
Talent, second; Corenne Harrell, third;
Like, first; Cecil Like, second; PhylCharlton Claywell.
Junior Exhibitor Decorated Cloth- lis Duckworth, third; Tom Christensen.
Canned string beans - Connie Taling - Jonathan Lewis, first; Justin Lewis,_
second; Abby Kelly, third; Joseph Kelly; ent, first; Gina Claywell, second; Connie Talent, third.
Rachel Talent.
Canned soup mixture - Connie TalMiscellaneous Clothing Item, N.E.C.
ent, first and second; Phyllis Duck- Linda Hughes, first and second.
worth.
Baked Goods
Canned tomatoes - Connie Talent,
Three drop cookies, any type Alice Like, first; Rachel Talent, sec- first and second.
Canned tomato juice - Alice Like,
ond; Lib Dalton, third; Tommie Turnfirst; Cecil Like, second; Bronzie Coleer; Roger Hale; Phyllis Duckworth.
Three bar cookies, any type - Roger man, third; Rena Hopkins.
Canned beets - Rena Hopkins, first
Hale, first; Gina Claywell, second; Phyland second; Connie Talent, third.
lis Duckworth, third.
Any other canned vegetable - Robert
Three decorated cookies - Alice
Hicks, first; Connie Talent, second
Like, first and second.
Three muffins, any type - Phyllis and third.
Altrista Canning
Duckworth, first and second.
Pickled foods - Alice Like, first;
Three biscuits - Phyllis Duckworth,
first; Gina Claywell, second; Roger Connie Talent, second.
Hale, third.
Soft Spreads - Alice Like, first;
Three rolls, any type - Lib Dal- Cecil Like, second; Phyllis Duckworth.
ton, first; Phyllis Duckworth, second
Vegetables - Connie Talent, first
and third.
and second.
Three cinnamon rolls - Catherine
Pickled - Alice Like, first; Phyllis
Claywell, first; Charlton Claywell, sec- Duckworth, second.
ond; Phyllis Duckworth, third.
Soft Spreads - Phyllis Duckworth,
Half loaf of yeast bread - Phyllis first and second; Leigh Ann Grady
Duckworth, first and second.
Half loaf of quick bread - Phyllis
Duckworth, first and second.
Other baked goods - Phyllis Duck
worth, first and second.
Junior Exhibitor, any baked goods
- Catherine Claywell, first; Rachel Talent, second; Charlton Claywell, third.
Canning
Jelly, Grape - Alice Like, first;
Jennifer Hale. second.
Jelly, any other jelly - Phyllis Duck-

Support
Our
Farmers

Reduced $10,986
1997 Saturn SW2 Station Wagon - St. #99240.1.
$11,995
Tan, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, A/C, white,
PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette. Reduced $9,988

No budgets were
harmed in
the purchase of
this product.
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"
11
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1996 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99384.1. Platinum, V-6,
A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, 58,000 miles...
LIMITED STYLES

$9,995
1996 Dodge Dakota Sport Pickup - St. #99390.1
$8,995
V-6 Auto, PS/PB, A/C, Black
1996 Jeep Cherokee 4x4 Sport - St. #99337.1
4D, 4.0 six cycl. , Auto, A/C, 66,000 miles

•

$13,995
1996 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99329.1. V-6, A/C, P/W,
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Rear Engine Rider
M280917B

P/L, tilt & cruise, green, 44,000 miles

Reduced $9,995
1996 Hyundai Accent - St. #99324.1.2 door, silver,
$5,995
A/C, 37,000 miles
INSTALLED

1995 Mazda MX6LS - St. #994031.Auto., A/C, P/W,

A

AS $0

LOW
AS 041/MO.

P/L, tilt & cruise, CD, sunroof, leather, black, 54,000

$11,986

miles

D - st.

1995 Jeep Gr. Chero
cruise, c

,

$13,995

0 miles

• In

BASED ON 60 MONTHS AT I 99.. APR TOTAL AMT
,FNANCED $3763 SUBJECT TO CREDIT APPROVAL

, P/L, tilt &

#99339.1

Eck

WITH APPROVED CREDIT
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

1994 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #481. V-6, P/W,
$7,632
P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette

IN-GROUND POOL

LOWSi
AS
39 mo.

WITH
APPROVED
CREDIT

BASED ON 240 MONTHS AT r.APR TOTAL AMT
FINANCED $14 500 SUBJECT TO CREDIT APPROVAL

POOL & SPA COMBINATION

L*$4995
AS

WITH
or
APPR
$111
CREDIT
per mo.

BASED ON 60 1.40NTHS AT 1199% APR TOTAL AMT
FINANCED $4987 10 SUBJECT TO CREDIT APPROVAL

A mower should exceed your expectations, not your credit limit And now you can get
America s best selling rear-engine nder for as little as $99999 Plus all the quality and
durability you expect from a Snapper While you re at it ask your dealer
about Snap-Credit'm

pr

SNAPPER
Born

Al! Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale
("Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.")
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KY Oaks Mall
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Area students receive Murray State University scholarships
The following students have
received scholarships from Murray State University.
Amy Chase, a 1995 graduate
of Murray High School, has been
awarded the Annette Schmidt Creative Arts Scholarship, the Art
Auction Scholarship and the Celebrate Women Scholarship.
The Annette Schmidt Creative
Arts Scholarship is awarded to
students based on their artistic talent.
The Celebrate Women Scholarship is available to female upperclassmen holding a 3.0 GPA. Applicants must submit an essay addressing some aspect of women's issues.
Chase, the daughter of Jan and
John Fuqua of Murray, and Nancie and Jeff Chase of Matthews,
N.C., is majoring in art at MSU.
During college Chase has been
a member of the Organization of
Murray Art Students and the Murray Art Guild. Chase's artwork has
been selected for exhibition in the
MSU Student Art Show, the "Celebrate Women Show," the Murray
Art Guild and she has donated
artwork to the MSU Art Auction.

uckird.
Alice
Phylnsen.
TalCon-

Erica Cossey, a 1997 graduate
of Calloway County High School,
has been awarded the Chemistry
Department Scholarship.
The Chemistry Department
Scholarship is available to upperclassmen majoring in chemistry.
Cossey, the daughter of Danny
and Cindy Cossey of Murray, is
majoring in chemistry at MSU.
During college Cossey has been
a Community Resource Fair volunteer and a hospital volunteer.
*****
Audrey Hamilton, a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the Leadership Award and the George Beiderwell Scholarship.
The Leadership Award is based
on contributions in high school
activities, and church and community service.
The George Beiderwell Scholarship is awarded to residents of
Kentucky west of the Pennyrile
Parkway.
Hamilton, the daughter of Steve
and Mary Hamilton of Murray, is
majoring in computer information
systems at MSU.
During college Hamilton has
been active in the Baptist Student
Union, Campus Outreach, BSU
Ensemble and has appeared on the
Dean's List.
*****
Rachel Hutson, a 1996 graduate of Murray High School, has
been awarded a John W. Carr
Scholarship, a Galen M. Thurman
Scholarship and a Cornman
Accounting Scholarship.
John W. Carr Scholarships can
be applied to tuition or room and
board. This scholarship is renewable for a total of four years provided specific academic standards
are met. Recipients should have a
minimum composite ACT score of
23 and rank in the top 15 percent of their class and have demonstrated significant leadership abilities in high school.
The Galen M. Thurman Jr.
Memorial Scholarship is awarded
to a senior majoring in the field
of business. The recipient must be
a graduate of a Calloway County
High School.
The Cornman Accounting Scholarship is awarded to a junior or
senior accounting major with a
minimum 2.5 GPA. The recipient
must be a resident of west Kentucky.
Hutson, the daughter of Ronnie and Sue Anne Hutson of Murray, is majoring in accounting at

awarded the George Beiderwell
Scholarship and the Barbara
Cochran Breazeale Scholarship.
The George Beiderwell Scholarship is awarded to residents of
Kentucky west of the Pennyrile
Parkway.
The Barbara Cochran Breazeale
Scholarship is awarded to a student majoring within the College
of Fine Arts and Communication.
The recipient must hold a 3.0
GPA.
Todd, the son of Samuel Todd
of Almo and Dawn Todd of Hardin,
will be majoring in art and communications at MSU.
During high school Todd was
active in Beta, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Foreign Language
Club and Pep Club. Todd was
voted "Most Talented" by his senior class, awarded Student of the
Week and selected to Who's Who
Among American High School Students for three consecutive years.

*****

Heather Wright has been
awarded the Honor Scholarship.
The Honor Scholarship recognizes students for their numerous
achievements in high school,church
and community.
Wright. the daughter of Ron

and Linda Wright of Murray, will
be majoring in dietetics at MSU.
During high school Wright has
been an active member of the
marching band, concert band,
advanced choir, S.O.S (abstinence
club), Fellowship of Christian Athletes and Pep Club. Wright was
selected to Who's Who Among
American High School Students,
received distinguished ratings at
band Solo and Ensemble and was
a member of the First District
Choir.
*****
Matthew Wyatt has been awarded the Honor Scholarship.
The Honor Scholarship recognizes students for their numerous
achievements in high school,church
and community.
Wyatt, the son of Larry and
Rose Wyatt of Almo, will be majoring in computer engineering at
MSU.
During high school Wyatt was
a member of both the varsity football and basketball teams, Pep
Club, FFA and Foreign Language
Club. Wyatt was also selected to
Who's Who Among American High
School Students and Who's Who
in Sports.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.•(502)674-5530

MSU.
During college Hutson has been
active in Alpha Omicron Pi social
sorority, Beta Gamma Sigma, Phi
Eta Sigma, Gamma Beta Phi, Alpha
Lambda Delta and Beta Alpha Psi.
*****
Erika Johnson, a 1996 graduate of Murray High School, has
been awarded the George Beiderwell Scholarship, a College of Fine
Arts Scholarship and the Music
Leadership Award.
The George Beiderwell Scholarship is awarded to residents of
Kentucky west of the Pennyrile
Parkway.
Johnson, the daughter of Dennis and Renay Johnson of Murray, is majoring in music education at MSU.
During college Johnson has been
a member of Alpha Lambda Delta,
Omicron Delta Kappa, Alpha Omicron Pi, Racer Marching Band.
Jazz Ensemble 1, Wind Ensemble
and the Brass Quintet. Johnson
has also appeared on the Dean's
List, in Campus Lights and in
Jesus Christ Superstar.
*****
Beau Jones, a 1994 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
has been awarded the Herman Ellis
Scholarship.
The Herman Ellis Scholarhsip
is available to all students pursuing a degree in agriculture. The
recipient must hold a 2.75 GPA.
Jones, the son of Raymond and
Mary Jones of Murray. is majoring in agronomy/horticulture at
MSU.
During college Jones has been
a member of the Horticulture Club,
Agronomy Club, Baptist Student
Union and is a 1999 USAA AllAmerican Scholar.
*****
Justin Jones, a 1999 graduate
of Christian Fellowship High
School in Briensburg, has been
awarded a Marvin D. Mills Scholarship.
The Marvin D. Mills Scholarship is available to a students with

a minimum composite ACT score
The Honor Scholarship recogof 21 and rank in the top 25 per- nizes students for their numerous
cent of their class or hold a 2.75 achievements in high school, church
GPA. The recipient must be a res- and community.
ident of Kentucky and a graduate
Suiter, the son ofGary and Mars of a Kentucky high school. The Ian Suiter of Murray, will be majorstudent must exhibit academic ing in music/business administrapotential and must have exhibited tion at MSU.
strong leadership abilities in high
During high school Suiter was
school,church,job or related organ- active in band and FBLA. He
izations. This scholarship is renew- received a Computer Science
able for up to four years. provid- Award, a Physics Award and was
ed the recipient maintains full- named to Who's Who Among Ametime status, and a minimum 2.75 ican High School Students.
cumulative GPA.
***5*
Jones is the son of Linda B.
Jones. His guardians are Marlin
and Karen Greer of Murray. He
will be majoring in history/secondary education at MSU.
During high school Jones was
a member of the varsity soccer team,
Spanish Club, Fellowship of Christian Athletes. Pep Club and Computer Club. He was also active as
a 4-H Teen Leader, volunteer for
Habitat for Humanity and drummer for the Christian Fellowship
Church. Jones was a member of
the All District Soccer and All
State Academic teams.
*****
Kristy Linn. a 1998 graduate
of Calloway County High School,
has been awarded the James C.
Williams Jr. Memorial Scholarship.
James C. Williams Jr. Memorial Scholarships is a renewable
scholarship awarded to a graduate
of Murray High School or Calloway County High School.
Linn, the daughter of Gerald
and Coleen Linn of Murray, is
majoring in interior design at MSU.
During college Linn
has
appeared on the Dean's List, is
the Murray State student chapter
of the American Society of Interior Deigners historian, and a member of both the Alpha Lambda
Delta and Phi Eta Sigma honor
societies.
*5***
Kevin Suiter has been awarded the Honor Scholarship and a
College of Fine Arts Scholarship.

Satellite TV
just got better

A. 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 • tooting
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. al studds. 16
0.C.
G. 7 1/16 Blandex
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0.C.
J 1/2" plywood
decking
Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24.30)

S3.525
S3325
53625
S4,825
S5,425

1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR 118)(20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR 124.24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24.30)

St. #99392. 5300 V-8. Auto Trailer Pkg Full Power.
Loaded with Equipment

with Microsoft' WebTV- Plus service
EchoStar- Model 7100 satellite receiver features:

• Send & receive email over your TV - attach
audio and video with a video or digital camera
• TV Pause - pause a TV program in
progress up to 30 minutes
• WebPIPTM - Watch TV and surf the Internet
at the same time

Price does not include tax. title and license Interest rates only with approved credit

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."

• 7 days of TV listings - Search for shows by
word, phrase or categories

BEASLEY'S ANTENNA & SATELLITE
Accepting All Motor Credit Cards

1801 Bell Ave., Paris
642-4077

500 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky
502-759-0901

Microsoft WebTV Network WehTV the WetTV logo Around Town and WebPIP are either registered tradi-a..,
idemarks of Microsoft Corporation
a the di ,led States wars other i,L.uranCS Omer
Of
it,,...,
0 1999 WeDTV Networks Inc Alf rights reserved EchuStar'" DISH Network' and the DISH Network'. logos are
trademarks and DISH Networio.
DISH Installation Networks". and the DISH Network.' logo are service marks of EchoStar Communications
Corporation

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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Family Day in the Park scheduled for July 2
This year's annual Family Day
in the Park, an official Freedom
Fest event, promises to be more
fun and exciting for the whole
family than ever before.
Scheduled to take place this
year July 2 from 4 8 p.m. and
July 3 from noon - 4 p.m., activities for this event are jam-packed.
Both days will feature games, food,
entertainment and lots of fun.
The Happy Day Express will
offer free train rides to attendees
both days and there will be a petting zoo and pony rides on Friday evening.
The annual Bark in the Park,
sponsored by the Humane Society
of Calloway County, will be held
July 2 from 4 - 7 p.m. at the

• 4 4

•
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park near the courthouse pavilion.
This event offers games, prizes, a
cakewalk, and many contests,
including a dog/owner look-alike,
happiest dog, and cat photo contest.
Dan Knowles and the Hot Band
will be on the stage from 4 - 7
p.m., performing their orginal blend
of old-time country, delta blues,
bluegrass, celtic, gospel, new

acoustic and swing.
Led by Tennessee's 1998 oldtime banjo champion Dan Knowles,
the band also features some of
the South's finest players. The
Family Day crowd is in for an
exciting performance.
Also on line for that evening
is a pie auction and dessert competition which will begin at 7 p.m.
Community residents are invited
to don an apron and mix up an
award-winning pie, cake or other
dessert.
There will be various auctions,
including a grand prize open pie
auction, childrens dessert division,
and men's dessert division, as well
as a competition for the most patriotic dessert and the pie with the

highest meringue.
Judging for most patriotic and
hightest meringue will be based
on creativity, originality and appearance. not taste, as the whole pie
or dessert will be auctioned off
after the competitions.
The proceeds will go to Need
Line. The baker of the pie bringing the most money in the open
pie auction will win a day's worth
of meals at area restaurants. Local
radio celebrity Joe Pat James will
be the emcee, while Dan Farris,
mayor of Hazel, will be the auctioneer Entry into the coinpetitionsand auction is free
The Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation Department
will be hosting a "Pig Out" on

Friday evening, as well.
Skip Dobbs and parks personnel will be dishing up free barbecue for Family Day attendees,
while it lasts. In addition to the
barbecue, non-profit vendors will
be selling other food items, including bratwurst, drinks and desserts.
There will also be a "Taste of
the South" at Family Day again
this year. Area restaurants are invited to set up a booth at the park
offering one or more of their specialties to Family Day attendees.
Cost for restaurants or caterers
to participate July 3 from noon 4 p.m. is $20, and applications
are available at Freedom Fest Headquarters, or by calling 759-2199.
All non-profit organizations are

r-

Exclusively at D.K. Kelley...
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12th Anniversary
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Thursday,June 24th
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
A sale representative will be available for
ordering all your favorite Brighton® merchandise

Register to win a FREE
Brighton Handbag!
41011ifilla

•

Purveyor of Island Lifestyles

13°/o

Refreshments • Friday Luncheon

00/u

• Sunglasses
•
• Wilitires
• Ptirses
• Belts
C3 Much More!

Off

ilc•lcumf
Paglials Pizza

STOREWIDE
Sale starts June 23rd thru June 26th

305 S. 12th St. •

Excluding Brighton & Engravable Jewelry & Tommy Bahama clothing.

I'm _Pcu
bringing you d
specials
iii.zzeryday!

Murray, KY • 753-7441
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Offer Ends 7-31-99

Inside Dining Only

MOST EXPENSIVE ENTREE WILL BE AT FIRST PRICE.

8" CHEESE
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AND SOFT DRINK
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3

Inside Dining Only

Offer Ends 7-31-99

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AT FULL PRICE
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•
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970 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY •(270) 753-2975

invited to set up at Family Day,
as well.
This activity offers a perfect
opportunity for clubs, churches and
civic organizations to promote their
cause while putting on a fundraiser, whether that be hosting a
game or selling baked goods.
For an application, call 7592199. There is no charge for nonprofit organizations to secure booth
space for one or both days.
On July 3, Family Day festivities kick off at noon and last
until
4
p.m. The
annual
YMCA/Mattel Kids' Parade will
begin its march at 1 p.m., and
will be followed by an appearance by Mother Goose, who will
regale the audience with stories
and songs about, among others,
The Old Woman in a Shoe and
Humpty Dumpty.
The YMCA Family Extravaganza will also take place during
Family Day in the Park on that
Saturday.
Several
inflatable
"extreme" games will be set up,
including an obstacle course. The
games will be taken down at 4p.m.,
and set up at the Regional Special Events Center in preparation
for the Youth Extravaganza which
will take place at 9 p.m.
Joel Brantley, a performer and
singer, will take the Family Day
stage at 3 pm. and delight those
young and young-at-heart with his
"History of Rock and Roll" performance.
Brantley will give the facts
about the early rock 'n roll artists,
and then will sing songs by Elvis
Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, Temptations, Roy Orbison and more.
Other Saturday activities include
a Diaper Derby, horseshoe toss,
three-legged races, water balloon
tosses, water limbo, hula hoop
contest, scavenger hunt, Frisbee
throw, baseball speed gun throw,
football toss and much more.
The pool will also be open on
both days and there will be pool
games going on. Pool admission
is $1 per person during Family
Day activities.
For more information about
Family Day in the Park, call Freedom Fest Headquarters at 759-2199.
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Perry receives
academic hood
for public service
Choysandra R. Perry, Columbus, was among the 220 graduates who received academic hoods
at the Ohio State University College of Law on May 15.
Perry was among those designated as a Public Service Fellow
for completing 50 hours of pubic
legal service.
She is the daughter of Lewis
Perry, of Murray and Ann Perry
of California.
She is a 1983 graduate of Murray High School and received a
bachelor's degree in 1989 from
Murray State University, and a
master's degree from Saint Mary's
University in 1996.

Forsythe,Harrell
receive degrees
Two Murray natives received
degrees from Western Kentucky
University this spring.
Michelle Forsythe received a
bachelor of science degree and
Andrew Harrell received a bachelor of arts degree
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Area sophomore attends leadership program
Erika Trenholm recently attended the Hugh O'Brian Youth Leadership (HOBY) Annual Leadership
(Ambassador Seminar in Louisville.
Trenholm joined more than 100
other young leaders representing
as many high school throughout
Kentucky on June 10-13.
Representing Murray High Trenholm is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Trenholm. The Murray Woman's Club was the local
HOBY sponosor.
For the past 40 years, HOBY
Leadership Seminars have brought
together select groups of high
school sophomores who have
demonstrated leadership abilities
in their high schools and communities so they can interact with
groups of distinguished leaders in
business, government, education
and the professions to discuss present and future issues.
The goal is to provide the students with a stimulating forum for
learning about the American incentive system and democratic process
and for broadening their understanding of their leadership potential and quest for self-develop-

ment.
"The HOBY seminar challenged
me to think about the many issues
affecting the world around me and
helped me understand that as a
'leader, I have the power to make
a positive impact in business, government and society," said Trenholm. "HOBY helped me see the

leadership potential in myself and
to understand and dreams are important regardless of what profession
I choose."
HOBY was established by veteran actor Hugh O'Brian following a visit to Africa where he was
inspired by a meeting with Dr.
Albert Schweitzer.
"One of the things Schweitzer
said to me was the most important thing in education was to
teach young people to think for
themselves," O'Brian said. "From
that inspiration, and with the support of others who believe in youth
and the American dream, I started HOBY."
At the closing luncheon of the
State HOBY conference, Miss
Trenholm was chosen over 86 other
students to represent Kentucky at
the World HOBY conference in
Philadelphia, Pa., July 18-26.
Further
information
about
HOBY activities and sponsorship
opportunities is available by calling Hugh O'Brian Youth Leadership at 1-800-929-HOBY (4629)
or visiting the web site at
www.hoby.org.

VISA, MASTERCARD,DISCOVER,
FOODSTAMPS,& WIC ACCEPTED
wE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIIIQUANTMES

Powerade 32 oz. Bottle 99'

Druger to speak as part of MSU lecture series
Dr. Marvin Druger, professor
of biology and science education
and chair of the department of
science teaching at Syracuse University in New York, will deliver
the address at the 1999 Harry M.
Sparks Distinguished Lecturer
Series in Education at Murray State
University.
The event is scheduled for June
29, in the auditorium of the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum on campus.
Druger's topic will be "World
Class Standards: Preparing Kentucky Schools for the 21st Century.
The event will begin at 5 p.m.
with a reception in the Wrather
Room of the museum. The lecture will begin at 5:30 p.m. A
fish fry will follow the lecture
program.
The dinner is sponsored by the
MSU president's office and is for
all educators, administrators and
friends in MSU's service region.
A frequent speaker on effective
teaching, Druger will include discussion on his philosophy of teaching which centers on individuality, relevance, subject matter competency,communication, motivation
and attitude. He will also discuss
his work on the recent development of national science standards.
The annual event, supported in
part by the college of education,
is attended by more than 250 people each year, including university officials, alumni, superintendents,
teachers and community representatives.
Past speakers have included
Lamar Alexander, Ernest Boyer
and current MSU President Kern
Alexander.
The Sparks lecture series was
established in 1980 by the MSU
board of regents to recognize Dr.
Harry M. Sparks and his lifetime
of service to Kentucky education.
Sparks was a progressive and creative educator with a career that
spanned five decades.
He was a professor and administrator at MSU before being elected as Kentucky Superintendent of
Public Instruction in 1964. He later
served as MSU's president form
1968-73.
Following the keynote address
by Druger. three Kentucky teachers will be presented Outstanding
Kentucky Teacher Awards by
Alexander.
Recipients for the awards for
1999 are Buel Dale Faughn of
Princeton, representing high school
teachers; Cathy Queen of Ashland,
representing elementary school
teachers: and Carol Behringer of
Louisville. representing middle
school teachers.
The three honored teachers will

receive $1,000 awards. The recipients were chosen based on letters of nomination highlighting their

excellence in teaching, contributions to parental involvement and
commitment to school excellence.

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite

Lipton Side Meal Rice & Sauce
Pkg.

7111

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite
1,2 Liter Bottles

Lipton Family Size Tea Bags

William G. Hart, M.D. and
James C. Hart, Jr., M.D.
Limit One Item And One Coupon With An Additional $20 Purchase - Expires
6-29-99

Redeem Both Coupons With Only A $20 Additional Purchase!

Coronet Paper Towels
Reg. Size Po„

2 97°
For

Medical Arts Building, Suite 284W
300 South Eighth Street • Murray, KY 42071

Freedom Fest and the Murray-Calloway
County Parks and Recreation present

Center Cut

100°0 Pure

Pork Chops
Dan Knowles and the Hot Band
Friday, July 2 from 4 -7 p.m.
Joel Brantley "The History of Rock &
Saturday, July 3 at 3 p.m.

Fun a ri d Ga
m es
Friday events include
Children's Games
sponsored by LifeHouse
Care Center
Bark in the Park (4-7 p.m.)
Petting Zoo
Pony Rides
WFGE Frog-o-lene
Fire Safety House sponsored
by Calloway Co. Fire/Rescue
FREE Miniature Train Rides
WKYQ Basketball Shoot

Ground Chuck $1.29

Oscar Mayer

Sliced Slab

Bologna

Bacon

Oscar Mayer

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Wieners

Shoulder Roast

Tennessee Pride

U.S.D.A. Choice

Swiss Steak

Saturday events include
Water Limbo
Diaper Derby
YMCA/Mattel Kids'Parade
at 1 p.m.
Mother Goose Storytelling
at 1:30 p.m.
YMCA Family Extravaganza
Hula Hoop Competition
Water Balloon Toss

98'
1.49

1.59

• ns!
Booths and Demonstratio
First Presbyterian Church Quilt Raffle
Three Rivers Martial Arts Academy demonstration

Army Pvt. Jame M. Rose has
entered basic military training at
Fort Jackson, Columbia, S.C.
During the eight weeks of training, the soldier will study the
Army mission and will receive
instruction in drill and ceremonies.
weapons, map reading, tactics, military courtesy, military justice, physical fitness, first aid. Army history and traditions, and special training in human relations.
Rose is the son of Deanna F.
Rose of 118 Currier, Paris, Tenn.,
and Jame M. Kendley of 3212
State Route 121 N., Murray.

Tasty Treats
!

Pig Out on Friday, July 2 (free barbecue while it lasts!)
Pie Auction & Dessert Competition on Friday, July 2-7 p.m.
"A Taste of the South" on Saturday, July 3 featuring
*Knights of Columbus" bratwurst (also Friday, July 2)
'BSA Troop 112" food concessions (also Friday, July 2)
*Hickory Log BBQ
'A Piece of Cake
*Papa John's k
....and much more!

Limit One Item And One Coupon With An Additional $20 Purchase - Expires 6-29-99

Large Slicing

Cucumbers
Large Head Iceberg

Lettuce
Large Stalk

Celery
Red Ripe "Hydroponic.'

Tomatoes

3/98c Del. Apples
68' Peaches
68' Radishes
68c Baby Carrots

Wash. State U.S. Extra Fancy Red or Golden

411°
88'
78'

Lb.

Ripe Juicy

Lb.

Red

i Lb. Bag

Whole Peeled "Ready-To-Eat" na
.
C

Lb.

1 Lb. Bag 401

• `.
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,
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

-

•

CLASSIFIED ‘I) RVIIs
‘41..

-

753-1916

66.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
4//

Aai

Milli

Ad Deadlines

RA.01 Nub", 6 Liu, PlI11•41 r

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Timsaday
Wodnasday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Ube Ada $6 0)nunimum Isa day be per word per day for each additlatal consecutive day
$200 extra tee Shopper (Toes Claud-sects o inio Shoppone Gude)$200 extra tor Nod box ads

Just Say "Charge

F. 11 s.m
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wad. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

•

•

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

•
•

•

.3744

010

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

010

Legal Notice

All stored items in storage units 48 at Key
Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121
South, Murray, KY 42071. have been abandoned and if all charges for storage units 48
are not paid in full on or before July 10,
1999, Key Mini-Warehouses will have legal
possession of all items stored in units 48. A
sale date for said items stored in storage
units 48 will be posted at a later time.

Help Wanted

Public
Auction
Sat.,June 26th
8 a.m.

Jonsson
Directories
Plus, Inc.

Neon Beach
Mini Storage
812 Whitnell

•

INVITATION TO BID

•

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion

hiring part-time
workers. Updating
the 1999-2000
Murray City
Directory. For more
info, please call:
Fri., Sat., Sun.,
1:00 to 7:00 p.m

g*zoom,*to*A

t gentleman to t

TAX
DEFERRED
ANNUITY
60/0
INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal.

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

191/1iractei

CONSIDERING Abortion'?
Get the facts from Lifehouse 753-0700
I Am not responsible for
any debts other than my
own Al Cronauer
VENDORS NEEDED
Freedom Fest- Court
Square- July 2nd, 4-9pm
July 3rd, 6 30-4pm
Reserve space for
Arts, Crafts. Foods
Call 753-7222

Jiappen every

enjoyfine
dining, movies,
companionship
just having ;
4
7
t a nice time.

,

I&
it

4

it
P.O. Box
1040-L,
Murray, KY 4`
42071

7
444smompse
040

Roommate
Wanted
$90 MONTH., Deposit. 1/2
utilities. 759-3768.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

FEMALE looking to share
apt or house & expenses.
Will be student in the fall
Good character
270-729-9068 evenings
after 5

LOST Black, White short
hair sheep dog Lost on
Sycamore Purple collar,
named Oreo Call
753-7856, REWARD,
LOST Keys in or around
Post Office, last Thursday
night. between 6 & 10pm
Call 489-2059 after 5pm
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

at

in Adult education
Murray-Calloway County

Adult Education Programs

4111111111111111.
\all Today: 762-6971 or 759-1646

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These

•

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

THE CITY OF MURRAY WILL RECEIVE
BITUMINOUS
BIDS FOR
SEALED
1-888-924-4694
Permute
ASPHALT PAVING. BIDS ARE TO BE
DRIVERS- OTR
DELIVERED TO THE CITY CLERK'S
A/ Haz Mat
Class
OFFICE BY 1:00PM ON WEDNESDAY,
* Classy, attracFamily Owned & Operated
JULY 7, 1999. SPECIFICATIONS ARE
Benefits/ Safety Bonus
tive, late 40's *
AVAILABLE AT THE CITY CLERK'S
Home Weekends
Year Round Work
OFFICE LOCATED AT 207 S. 5TH STREET, * southern lady *
Call Today
*seeks southern
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071.

a

4.`

1x2 ad
$7.50

ATTENTION: Nov,

Bldgs #B-44, B-50.
B-99 & B-101

•

YARD SALES

policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
I Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

$$$ MAKE $35- 65/ hour,
set your schedule, be your
own boss. and work out of
your home. anywhere
Great pay' Paid Vacations'
Call 1-800-721-9172
COOK Wanted Anna's
Farmhouse Restaurant
Aurora Call 354-9875
ELECTRICIANS- Qualities
desired. skilled in conduit
work, can read & follow
blue prints Able to work
alone Pay contingent on
experience 753-4845

McConnell
Insurance Agency

TOM'S
GRILLE

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toil free:
1-800-455-4199

NEEDS COOK

753-4521
•

National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

1-888-383-0348

Domestic &
Childcare

Help Wanted

OTR Drivers Must be RESIDENTIAL Cleaning
23yrs old. With clean Service. Rates start at
MVR Conventional trucks. $50. 759-4649
Mostly 500 mile radius. WILL Clean your home
Home on weekends. 9-5, Very reliable, reasonable
Call 270-382-3940. 270- rates. 753-3802.
382-2715 after 5pm.
100
OTR needed. Only serious
flusinsts
need apply! 270-545-7103.
Oppoduelty
PART-TIME, Good pay.
Enthusiastic, out going
samplers needed. To promote sales in a large local
retailer. Flexible Sat & or
Sunday work. 6 hours.
$43.50 a day. ProDem
Phone- 1-888-547-3366
Debbie.
EXCELLENT
PUBLIC
RELATIONS
LOCATION,
SECRETARY. Full time
position
Requires 1-3
HIGH TRAFFIC
years clerical experience
AREA. SEND
and 1 year expenence in a
INQUIRIES TO:
hospital setting. Working
knowledge of computers
P.O.BOX 1040T,
and Word 97. Knowledge
MURRAY, KY
of pagemaker helpful. Ap42071
ply at Murray Calloway
County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.

RESTAURANT
FOR SALE
OR LEASE

EXPERIENCED medical
transcriptionist who is familiar with insurance billing. Part time position to
become full time in future
Experienced
Send resume to P.O. Box
refrigeration
&
1040-A,
Murray,
KY
42071.
appliance repair.
FULL Time, Immediate
Good references
opening. Operate commercial mail processing equipmust. Apply in
ment. Must have mechaniperson or mail
cal aptitude to perform minor repair & maintenance
resume to 212 E.
Driving & lifting required
Main, Murray
Basic computer skills helpful. Health Insurance &
or fax to 753profit sharing after 6
months. Apply in person at
7606. Excellent
Automated Direct Mail, 87
pay, based on
Spruce Street #B, Murray.
KY. 42071.
experience.
FULL/ part time staff needed for community based
070
residential program to proDornesk &
vide care for mentally reChildcare
tarded/ developmentally
disabled adults. Minimum
CHILDCARE
Available
requirements: high school Openings,
weekdays
diploma/ GED (experience
Meals & activities includmay be substituted). Exed Almo area 753-9077
cellent full time benefits in
clude college tuition assis- CLEANING houses is my
business . Reliable Call
tance, stock purchase
plan, 401(k), medical, den- Linda 759-9553
tal, life, short term disabili- HOUSE & Office Cleaning
Reasonable rates Call
ty, paid training, holidays,
753-0446
annual and sick leave.
Contact Heidi Feller, Personnel Director, Community Alternatives, Kentucky,
6145 Symsonia Hwy,
Symsonia, KY 42082 Ph
(270)527-2255
EOE WF/DN

a

LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSES
3-11 or 11-7 shift
Benefit Package includes
Health Insurance, Dental
Insurance, Life Insurance
Policy, Vacation Time
Sick Time, Attendance Bonus. ChildCare
Contact Knsty Weaver
RN @ 762-1591 or pickup
application at WestView
Nursing
Home, 1401
South 16th Street. Murray
KY 42071
MEDICAL SECRETARY/
RECEPTIONIST
Seeking motivated, self
starter with excellent
organizational. oral &
written communication
skills Must be proficient
in Word Perfect 6 1 &
Medical terminology
Send resume including
references to Purchase
Area PT, 208 South 6th
Street. Murray. KY 42071
NOW Hiring part time waitresses and prep cook Apply in person at ME's
Green Horse Cate
NOW hiring waitresses
dancers & D J at the Foxy
Lady. Pans, TN Call 901644-0107 No experience
necessary
_

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

150

070

060

Legal Notice

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
420 Home Loans
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

060

010

Legal Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Onsite Sales And Service
Parts, Upgrades, Installs
Hardware And Software
Phone 0 759-3556
Pager 742-1552
140
Ward to Buy
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th. Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive). Collectables,
and other antiques. 1
piece or all. Call 753-3633.
WANTED, Old toys, before
1970's. 759-3456.
WANTED: Riding mowers.
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
need work. 436-2867.
150
Articles
For Saki
150 THEATER type seats
for church, gym, auction,
etc Excellent condition,
$400 firm. If interested call
753-8200 or 753-5757

Now Hiring
Manager &
Assistant Manager
Trainees
ut.

Pizza
4I

We offer health. vision & dental insurance, 401K
Paid vacation, competitive pay bonus, meal benefits
if you are a self-starter, have the ability to motivate
others & have restaurant management experience
Please send resume with salary requirements to
2864 Tribal Place, West Paducah, KY 42086
Attn: Dewitt Raley
EOE M/F/DN AA Employer

Articles
For flaie

RELOCATING
MUST SELL
Portable 12'x16'
Building. 12'xI2' &
4x12' rooms.
Windows & insulated
8' Ceilings
41/2'xI2'x16' attic.
753-8665
leave message.
1996 GE air conditioner.
22,000 BTU, still in warranty. 753-0186.
2 GAS Space Heaters.
$200. each. 2011 Camper
trailer. $1500 436-2754
after 5p.m.
97 & EARLY, 98 Retired.
Ty Beanie Babies for sale
753-5318
AIRLINE Ticket, round trip.
Nashville to Manchester,
Vermont. $135.00. obo.
753-0687, 759-1526.
ANTIQUES: Oak document chest, oak & walnut
lamp table, round oak table/ 6 chairs. Blanket
chest, Sellers cabinet,
spinning wheel, 3 magazine holders. Bookcases,
plant table. Oak/ marble
table, walnut hutch. Call
759-9159 or 753-7681.
FAX/ copy machine, cash
register, 8' counter, and
50% off all mower parts, in
stock only. 767-9552.

LA CROSS Rubber boots
on sale. Motorcycle helmets, army boots & camping supplies. Jerry's Sporting Goods. 402 South 6th,
Mayfield.
MATTRESS' Smith Matress Factory, Symsonia
Ki 502-851-3160.
MOVING Sale: Blue sectional sleeper sofa, rocker
recliner, oak coffee & end
tables: Oak table & chairs,
white bookcase headboard
with full mattress & box
springs. Sears Craftsman
11hp/ 36 inch riding lawn
mower. Sears Coldspot
17.2cu. ft. freezer.
767-9575.

Gmildmoriny
hopei yOki

Happy 13irthdy!
lovt, Sorob

tabt
.--(CARPET & FLOOR COVERING
cipcd,„ Carpet• Vinyl' Cerra Tile' Hardwood
Vit
'(
aAid) Come by & see our showroom today'

1979 h
truck
miles
Mac
excelle
nancint
lied pai
220

G&L !
with ci
effects
sion pe
759-98
PIANO
on low
Beautil
No ma
1-800-:

OWNE
ble 76

12X60
Gas tu
work
acre lo

14'X7(
3br. 2
all nei
improv
fenced
scapec
C-5 1
Call 75
197c.
3br.

1992
bath. A
ice pol
753-63
1993
3br 2
Newly
moved
898-01
1995
14x76.
dishwi
payme
5p_rn.
1997
Must s
messa

31) Yrs. Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work

753-7728
64I S.lk Ili. to Ion Taylor In,right 1500 yds.
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Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

•••••1

foT
Cu

McKINNEY

frz

INSURANCE SERVICES
"Your Hometown Insurance Source"
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • BONDS
104 N.4th Street • Murray

All•••••

t next door to Murray Shoe Repair)

Tracy D. McKi„ey

753-3500

Ashley J. Rosa

http://members.xoom.com/mckinneyins/

PEPSI Machine

$300. 247-1836.
PROPANE Gas Tank: 500
gallonl Like new & full
$600 Cash. Call 759-1764
STRAW for sale, 52.00/
bale Call 489-2436 if no
answer leave message
TRAMPOLINE $100
759-9896

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball'Universal •Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler
"C.... S.. 144.1
Downtown
Murray

Mu"Free
Financing

160
Home Furnishings

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!
PROFIT SHARING!
JAKEL INC. is continuing to expand its work
force in Murray, Ky. We have full time positions with medical benefits available. Work
hours are 6:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.. Monday
through Thursday.
Overtime will be required. If you are interested
in earning a competitive wage that rewards performance. receiving paid vacations, holidays.
and participating in the company's growth and
profitability then you owe it to yourself to
check us out. Apply in person at:

JAKEL,INC.
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

2PC living room group.
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
group,
BEDROOM
S15'wk Call 753-4663

1988 444 CASE Ingersol
lawn tractor Hydraulic
drive w/44" deck & completely overhauled engine
Extras included, $1900
Call 759-3950
BETHEL GARDENS
Daylilies. Host& Peonies,
mulch & tnm services Wedeliver, 759-9600 TuesSat, 9-5 Hwy 94E. 2 miles,
follow signs
LAND Pride finish mower
611 cut, 1 year old $1250
obo
753-2853
Leave
message

JONSSON
DIrectories
Jonsson Directories Inc.. are now in the
process of hiring local Residents from the
Murray area, to contact residents and the
Business community for voluntary information.
This census will include spouses. occupations,
Caller ID. Street and Road Guide. Full
Alphabetical Guide and a full Hometown yellow page section.
When you are contacted this information is
%olunteered, but is very vital for the success of
your City Directory. We will be contacting
Residents and taking subscriptions for the
Home Edition of your City Directory. If you
have any questions. Please feel free to call us.
Thank You for your support.

C(

1-888-924-4694
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Heavy

Equipment

1979 MAC Tn. Axle dump
truck 16tt bed, 65,xxx
miles on over haul Full
Mac Excellent rubber &
excellent condition
Financing available to qualiied party 527-2665

320
Aperbrients For Rent

Monies For Rent
12X70 28r. 2 bath on 1/2
acre lot Freshly painted,
new carpet $260/ month
plus deposit Yard mowing
included No inside pets
270-623-6314
SUITABLE for 1 or 2 people $225/mo 753-6012
286
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

G&L SC-3 Strat Guitar
with case $300 Art ECC
effects unit with expression pedal $250
759-9896
PIANO FOR SALE! Take
on low monthly payments
Beautiful console piano
No money down
1-800-371-1220
Horne Lots For Sale
OWNER Financing Availa
ble 767-0035
Mobile Homes For Sate
12X60 With 2br, 1 bath
Gas furnace Needs some
work Option to rent 1/2
acre lot 753-8251
14')(70' MOBILE Home
3br. 2 baths Dishwasher,
all new plumbing Many
improvements
Large
fenced backyard All landscaped. It must be seen at
C-5 100 Fox Meadows
Call 759-9723
1979 LIBERTY 14x70,
3br, 1 1/2 bath $4900
270-382-2552
1992 ATLANTIC. 3BR. 2
bath. All appliances. Service poll $16,000.
753-6390.
1993 CLAYTON Ardmore
3br. 2 bath Gas heat
Newly painted, must be
moved $16,500r obo 270898-0181
1995
FLEETWOOD
14x76. 3br, 2 bath. C/H/A,
dishwasher. Take over
payments 759-0905 after
5p.m. or leave message
1997 FRANKLIN 28x68
Must sell! 753-7937, leave
message

NICE 2br. no pets
753-9866

LOT for rent 492-8488
NORTH OF Murray767-0035

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center. 753-4509

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444
1BR like new, dishwasher,
w/d, available now. Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR. near MSU. $200/mo.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR, Walk to MSU. Stove
& Refrigerator. Call
753-2084.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances
furnished.
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
2BR Duplex, in Almo
Heights. Stove & refrigerator $250/ deposit, $275/
rent. 489-2918
2BR DUPLEX Central gas
H/A All appliances including w/d, 1 year old. New
landscaping. 753-9195evenings
2BR near campus, no
pets 753-5980 or 7531203.
2BR. 1 bath brick duplex.
Garage with opener. Dishwasher, garbage disposal
& ice maker. $450/ month.
lyr lease 492-6200.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

re
ie

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
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WHOLESALE
STORAGE SHEDS

502-474-8704
Buildings are assembled on site

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
; Your choice of brown or charcoal black sin2BR From $325
' gles All exterior wood is weathered treated
Call Today!
Sizes, options and prices upon request
753-8668
TWO 28R Apts Close to
I TERMS: Paid in full upon completion
University
Dishwasher
• •Prices are subject to change without notice*
•
L.
•
•
•- -• /=• •
. J C/H/A, garbage disposal
$400 a month 436-2165
or 753-6053
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
Townhouse
appliances
furnished with w/d, central
By qualified installers.
gas h/a. $500 1month deposit. lyr lease. No pets
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
753-2905.
• • hardwood & laminated
VERY roomy 2br. 2 bath
duplex wigarage applianfloors.
ces furnished central gas
Residential or
h/a. lyr lease. 1 mo deposit. No pets 753-2905.
Commercial

I

1(

•

2BR. central gas h/a, appliances
furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR, nice clean apt Just
11/2 miles from University.
Water & sewage paid Partially furnished W/D on
premises No pets! $2501
month 767-9037
2BR, Upstairs Duplex
$375/ month plus deposit
520 1/2 Apt B Broad
Street 753-5592
3BR, 2 bath, all appliances 710 Bagwell
753-7903 or 753-7813
3BR. 2 bath. Appliances
furnished Excellent location Deposit required. Restrictions 753-5344. Work559-9970.
DELUXE 2br, 1 bath, all
appliances plus w/d.' No
pets, lyr lease, $455 plus
deposit. 435-4294
DUPLEX, 2br, 2 bath.
Fully equipped kitchen including microwave. Washer and dryer, carpet and
tile. Yard maintenance included Security deposit
and lease No pets
753-9240
EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath,
appliances furnished, with
w/d, central gas h/a, lyr
lease. 1 month deposit.
753-2905_
EXTRA Nice duplex, 2br, 1
bath Washer, dryer, dishwasher. C/H/A, deck & garage. No pets Lease & deposit required. 753-5719
1410 B. Michelle Drive. _
FOR
Lease.
Large
1500sq. ft. Duplex. 2br, 2
bath, garage. Large wood
deck, range, refrigerator.
dishwasher & microwave.
C/H/A. Available July 17.
Rent/ deposit. 753-7953
FURNISHED 1br apt. Utilities paid. No smokers or
pets. lyr lease, month deposit. For more info. Rogers Enterprises 753-5140.
FURNISHED 2br. 1 bath
Central gas H/A, Coleman
RE. 759-4118.

LIKE New 2br 2 bath Duplex with garage 1706
Oakhill $600.! month
2BR with carport 710 Sycamore 5450 / month
753-7457
NEW 1br, stove, refrigerator and washer/ dryer. No
pets!
Lease/
deposit
$325.
2br, furnished, downtown.
$255. 753-4937. 8-5. M-F.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished. near MSU
Inquire at 1210 Main St
753-1252 before 5pm.
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 2br in quiet neighborhood. 54251 month plus
$400 deposit 753-5731.
NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr
Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984. TDDir 1-800247-2510

Meta( Roofing

•

2BR, 2 bath, large newly
remodeled
11,2 blocks
from MSU W/D hook up
$395 plus deposit Reference required No pets!
753-3949 or 759-3050
after 5 30

HAZEL Apartments 1st &
Center Sts, Hazel, KY is
now taking applications for
immediate
occupancy
Call 492-8721 TDD#
1-800-247-2510 Equal
Housing Opportunity.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

g•
th

2BR, 1 bath w.carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, lyr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536

Carpet Installation Inc.

759-1591
Business On A Budget?
SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.
Call 753-1916 For Details

WANTED Roommate to
share expenses 5 miles
SE Murray For more info
call 759-9988
340
Moines For Rent

I

1BR appliances furnished
no pets. deposit. 753-0728
after 4pm

2. 3 & 4BR houses. lease
& deposit required
i'33 4109
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Apartments For Rent
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460
Homes For Sees

Supplies

520
Boats & Motors

•

2BR Near campus. appliances furnished $350/
month Plus deposit
753-0076.
2BR With Garage
753-6411 or 492-8488
2BR, wid hookup, carport,
no pets, $335/mo 7536931
3BR, 2 bath C/H/A, gas
Calloway County area,
near lake $500 month
plus deposit Call
901-644-1886.
38R, 2 bath Deposit required, plus first months
rent Call for appointment
436-5206
3BR, 21/2 bath. living &
dining room, den, kitchen
& breakfast nook Double
garage. central h/a, stove,
dishwasher & disposal
Available August 1st Deposit required, no pets.
$650/mo 208 N 10th
Call 753-1787
3BR, NEW appliances
New. carpet In town, No
pets! Lease/
Deposit
$485 753-4937 8-5. M F
4BR House on 800 North
4th Street 753-1042
86 CAMBRIDGE Dr. 3
bedroom, 11/2 bath,
range, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hookup, 1
stall attached garage. cental hie. No pets, $650/mo.
759-5534
BEAUTIFULLY Renovated
home. Over 2000 sq. ft 3
bedrooms. 2 5 baths, LR,
DR. FR, gourmet kitchen
$725 270-492-6198 or
270-753-7742.
NEWLY Redecorated 3br.
11/2 bath brick home.
C/H/A. living family & dining room. Kitchen wit
stove, refrigerator/ ice
maker & dishwasher. Utility room with w/d hook-up.
Carport, fenced in backyard. No pets
5600
month. $600 deposit.
753-3558.
WATERFRONT house at
Pine Bluff Shores
753-1042.

AKi TA
Puppies
AKC.,
shots & wormed. $300
270-382-2331
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
PUREBRED
Mini Lop
Bunnies With Pedigree
papers Beautiful Pets,
$1500 436-2867
REGISTERED Black Lab
puppies 5 females
345-2042

HAY
tor sale, 1500
1600lb rolls. $18/ per roll
Call 901-247-5927
HORSE Breaking, training
and riding lessons. Your
farm or ours. Have
references. 901-641-3658,
901-644-3896.
HORSE Trailer. 14ft Used
little 2 Western saddles
Excellent condition
436-5076
400
Yard Sale

YARD SALE
Hwy. 80 & 641
to Hardin
Thur., Fri., Sat.
6/24 & 6/25
& 6/26

Friday, June 25,
6 p.m.

RESIDENTIAL
Building
lots 5 miles North 1 acre
plus restrictions $4,000 to
$12,000 Call 753-8890

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
in cooperation with
Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
For noire inliirmation

1 OWNER: 3br brick
ranch. C/H/A. Tile & hardwood floors. 2 car attached garage East Y subdivision. Mid $80's. Call
753-0444
1998 FINE 4br, 2ba, Co.
brick. Large unfinished
area upstairs Deck. NICE!
5148.500 Call Barbara
Barnett at Coldwell Banker. Woods and Associates,
270-753-1651
2210 GATESBOROUGH
2400sq. ft under roof, 3br,
2 bath living, dining. &
family room with fireplace
insert Large kitchen. sunroom, patio, 2 car garage
and storage shed New
furnace, roof. kitchen and
bathroom counters, new
stove and dishwasher Lot
offers privacy and shade
trees Ready to move in
$108,500 Shown by appointment Please phone
753-0323

YARD
SALE
Girl Scouts
Multi-Party
Saturday Only
Al Girl Scout Cabin
on Sharpe St.
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
In case of rain sale

EASTSIDE

GARAGE SALE

ET
Z
STORAGE

2487 Pottertown Rd.
Saturday 6/26
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call
502-441-2253.
3 ACRES on Hopkins road
in North Calloway County
near Charlie Miller Road
Cleared land ready to build
on Restricted, no single
wide or older mobile
homes Natural gas on
site, $15,000. Call Steve
270-767-9814 or e-mail
steveg hos net
4 ACRES of Land 5 miles
from Kenlake State Park
Good
building
site
$12,000 4/4-2014.

call Keliccca
sales assuciati.
279-753-1492
LYNN GROVE
Lovely 3br ranch on 1.8
acres Oversized kitchen
with tremendous cabinet
space Living, dining, utility
room & den. Attached garage, 16'x20' screened
porch 8 ceiling fans, ventfree gas logs in den Only
10 mmn. from town
$87.900
CALL TODAY!
435-4266
NEW red brick house, 3br.
2 baths, central air, gas
heat, large garage, large
backyard. 2150sq ft North
Villa Subdivision 270-4374783. 270-753-8237

[

Misc.

360
Storage Rentals

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units. 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571.
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoneys. $20-$40/mo.
759-4081.
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 753
7536

Charming 3 BR home
with study/bonus
room - centrally
located.

For Sale

7 a.m.-?

Weedeater, stereo, cordless phone answering
machine, fishing tackle,
Kids adults clothes, uaby
items, infant car seat,
southwest decor, fan,
knick knacks, kitchen
items, etc

13 X27 STORAGE building with 10)(10' overhead
door More into, Rogers
Enterprises 753-5140

AUCTION

Acresge

290
Livestock & Supplies

119 Main • 753-6266

BEAUTIFUL Wooded hillside 2-17 acre tracks Restricted 5 minutes West of
town 1 track with stocked
pond well & septic Call
for your private showing
today 753-2905

Real Estate
FOR sale
Duplex in
Nonhwood. $87.000. 7594406

470
Motorcycles & ATVs
1996 WARRIOR
Great condition
-53-2905
Sport Utility Vehicles

1991 FORD Explorer 4X4
good condition $5995
753-4445
1997 CHEVY 4x4 Blazer.
77xxx miles. 4dr, $14,200
753-9644 after 5, 7530212 daytime ask for Sandi

Used Cars
1984 CAMARO Z-28 Red
5spd
T-Tops
$3500
759-0674

1988 LINCOLN Continental excellent condition
502-759-1610
1989 PONTIAC Firebird
Call 492-8558. leave
message
3BR. 11/2 bath, large kitch- 1994 PONTIAC Grand
en, almost one acre. Prix SE Black, sunroof,
$73,000. 759-1719.
low mileage Fully loaded
3BR, 2 bath. c hla, appli- excellent condition Can
ances, w/d included. Good see at 702 Main 759-1965
location. less than a year or 753-8858
1995 Ford Taurus GL
old. 767-9205
BELOW Appraisal Se- 54,xxx miles, loaded
cluded 3br brick with room Excellent condition
for horses N/W area. Lots 759-1466
of extras. $74,500
1995
LUMINA
Dark
489-2550_
85,xxx
miles
BUILT In 1995 3br. 2 green,
57900 753-5703
bath Sits on Acre lot

579,000. Loan assumable
with little down. Call
KOPPERUD Realty has
759-5189
waiting
buyers
to purchase
BY OWNER: House & 5
homes- all price ranges. If
Acres, 6089 Airport Road
you are thinking of selling
3BR. 2 5 bath, 2500+ sq
contact one of our courteft Great room with French
professional
ous
and
Door & FP w/gas logs.
agents
at 753-1222 or stop
Neon Beach
Custom drapes, kitchen isby our office at 711 Main.
land with Jeri-Air cook top,
Mini-Storage SUBDIVIS
ION For Sale.
microwave/oven combo.
All Size Units
11 lots.
DNV.
central gas H/A.
Available
5 Acre lot for sale with a exterior
walls. Pella winwell Call 767-9098. ask
dows. finished
bonus
for Diana.
room, 2 car garage 10x16
storage building. $189.000
489-2346
BY OWNER: Newly redecorated 4br. brick.
C/H/A. full basement, on
3 acres. Also new Berber
carpet throughout home.
Located 3 miles from KY
Lake with Hwy 94 frontage. Nice country home.
$63,500. Call
270-767-9750.
COME In & Take A Look
This 4br, 2 bath 1800 sq
ft house is priced to sell at
5173 State Route 94 West
$77,500 Many updates &
2 story hrick • 4 bedrooms • heoiniful lot
nice landscaping Don't
3acres • barn & outbuildines • mid Ws.
wait! Call today (767-9871i
Pht)Ille: 435-4150
tor your private showing
CUTE & COZY 2br. lba
Great for first time home or
rental City $37.000 Call
Barbara Barnett at Coldwell Banker. Woods and
Associates, 270-753-1651
HOME For Sale, 48R, 212
bath.
tn-level,
brick,
2600sq ft Great location in
town 5116.000 1615 Ca/
dinal Call 753-2052 or
Please call Paul for
759-8354
HOUSE for sale near Unifree estimate at
versity New updates include roof, siding shutters
deck, walkway, storage
shed, sewerline, and storm
drains, makes this a must
to see. Beautifully decorated and landscaped Low
70's. Cali ;59-4935

1997 BUICK, PA Medium
blue, leather seats, 34K
517.900. 753-5949
1997 FORD Mustang.
22.xxx miles Excellent
condition. $14.500 Please
call after 5pm at 753-3998
1999 PONTIAC Grand
Prix GT. 3800 V-6 9.xxx
miles. Leather, CD, sunroof, cruise, electric seat
New- S22,500 436-5977

1995 SEA-DUO Bombardier GTX 1993 20ft Playbuoy Pontoon Very good
condition 436-5076
1996
SWEETWATER
Pontoon boat 24ft, 60hp
Mercury Bigtoot 12-24
loot controlled trolling motor. Excellent condition
with many extras Daytime
call 753-5742 night call
753-7816
1997 75hp Yamaha 150
hrs $4,000 Gas cook
stove 575 00 436-5931
ifter 6p m
530
Services Offered

UNIQUE IN MURRAY

M & T Painting

Now scheduling for summer
work. Will also spray patio
furniture & misc.

Tree Service

Owner: Paul Lamb
• Licensed & Insured • Tree Trimming
• Full Line of Equipment • Tree & Stump
Removal • Quality Service

Free Estimates
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ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

ASPHALT
SEAL-COATING
Residential, Commercial
Free Estimates Call
Travis Asphalt Sealing
270-753-2279
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive v ays, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
A-1 Tree Professionals. motor home boats
RVs
Stump
removal
tree and etc Excellent protecspraying. Serving Murray, tion, high quality.
excellent
Calloway Co since 1980.
value Roy Hill 436-2113
Free estimates. 437-3044 CECIL
McCleod's Small
or 492-8737
engine repair Will pick up
ADAM'S HOME
& deliver
Reasonable
IMPROVMENTS
rates 753-9814
Competive Prices Paint- COLSON
HOME REPAIR
ing, Remodeling. Repairs, Additions,
garages, decks
etc. No Job Too Small.
remodeling, vinyl siding
(270)492-6267_
20Yrs experience
AFFORDABLE all around
753-5592
hauling, tree work, gutter
CONCRETE finishing
cleaning, cleaning out
Sidewalks, patios. drivesheds, & Junk clean-up
ways Free Estimates
436-2867
435-4619
ALL CARPENTRY
ALL ELECTRICAL
CUSTOM bulldozing 8.
New Construction Remod- backhoe work, septic syseling additions. Floor &
tems. 354-8161 after 4pm.
floor poist. Vinyl siding.
Horace Shoiar.
residential contractor.
CUSTOM tractor work.
L&J Home Builders.
Garden tilling, bush hog753-9372. 753-0353.
ging, small lobs. Grader
Owner. Larry Nimmo.
blade work Free estiAll Carpentry Service
mates Gerald Carroll 492From Foundation to
6159
Finish
DAVID'S Cleaning Serv18Yrs experience
ices "Cleaning- vinyl sidNew Construction • Reing, homes. mobile homes
modeling. Repairs* Cusboats, brick driveways,
tom Cabinets. Concrete
parking lots, all exterior
Work AGC Certified
cleaning, acid cleaning
435-4272
available David Borders
Insured, Completely MoANITA Job
PO Box 1561
bile Phone 502-759-4734
Murray. KY 42071
Cellular 502-853-1108

fit

4

YARD SALE
Old Almo corner of
1st & 3rd
Thursday
8 a.m.-?
Futon, baby items. books. adult
items, lots of stuff - something for
everyone.

s49.95

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

18" Satellite

753-0530

Systems

FREE to PRIMESTAR

Used Trucks
1980 FORD $803.
1968 Chevy $800.
1946 Dodge truck. Chevy.
powered 58.500
1939 Plymoth 4dr. $6,500
436-2754 after 5p m.
1983 CLASSIC GMC Caballero (El Camino) Fancy
wheels low profile tires.
V-6 229 Cl.Nice vehicle
753-4871 after 5 or leave
message
1987
DODGE
Ram
$2.500 753-6614 Leave
message
1991 CHEVY S10, high
miles 4cyl 5spd. CD player. good condition. 52500
435-4026 after 6pm or
leave message.
1993 RANGER Extended
cab 4x4 71,xxx miles
Days 753-2571. Nights
759-2070
1994 FORD XLT Extended cab, LWB See 04 701
South 4th Street or Call
753-0839. 436-2935
1995 FORD Ranger. swb,
5sp. very sharp truck Excellent condition Call 7535136

DirecTV

d s 11111,..411

Free Selt Install kits

www.woodsatellite.com

OR

R•RECTV

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
down before. Loans avail- ;
iagpir
able for 1st time buyers,
had credit. repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
I

llighoa)
45 South

247-9300
I-800-874-0256

Mayfield
kenturk

AUTO CREDIT EASY
NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!
DEF

Campers
.1k1

PQRS

m40
N7

Tt

8

7

FREE!
TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLE
0
FREE

R
0

0AN

CALL TOLL FREE

PHONE1 -888-FAST

YES

www.hestcarloans.getayes.com
7 Minute Approval
1-888-327-8937

1.4
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Customers!!

SPACIOUS
BRICK
RANCH, 3br, 2ba. Canterbury
Great
detached
workshop, $116.000 Cali 14FT ALUMACRAFT V
Barbara Barnett at Cold- bottom boat With 15 HP
well Banker. Woods and Evinrude, trolling motor.
Associates. 270-753-1651 trailer $600 767-9575

270-436-2269
14300-821-6907

• f

.

ea,

•1

Dish Network

1966 AVION Slide on
camper Self contained- all
aluminum New A/C. TV
antenna, TV. microwave
REMODELED 3br. 1 bath refrigerator, stove toilet &
Detached garage, in Ha- shower Mint condition
zel Mid $30's Excepting 753-4871 after 5 or leave
message
otters 759-4826

LAMB BROTHERS

ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers. rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite.
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

A-1 Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying. leaf
raking,
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment. Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

753-3853

270-759-4979

SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE
753-9898
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DREAM MAKER
CONSTRUCTION
We make your dreams
come true New home
construction. remodeling
and framing Twenty years
experience. We can make
the dreams for your home
come true. Tony Duncan
753-3822 or 767-0750.
DRYWALL Finishing New
add-on remodels
436-5931 after 6p.m.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeang, or Just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. OW 753-0834
Hrn 759-9835
ELECTRICIAN
Wafters Electrical Works
Electric. plumbing,
phone & T.V. hook up
Free estimates
Licensed & Insured
Phone 436-5376
8a.m.- 7p_m,
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link. & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices_ Dicke Farley.
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S lree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured. 489-2839
GET COOL
With Collins
Refrigeration
Coolers. Freezers, I/M
Service on all your
cooling problems
762-8083

s.

'

630
Services Offered

Services Offered

/.. • Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates
•I

• '1+4,
• Frill Lem."1:Equiptorrtet
• 1i,, tt• Stump Rertmuttl
•

SI I' let

fi

te
44

641 WELDING
CERTIFIED WELDER
16 Years Experience
Mfg, fig, arc
Repair car haulers & trailers
24 Hr. Portable Welding
2 miles north Hazel, KY

(270)492-8090 Night(270)492-8850

Howard's
la Construction
Home Improvement
Garages, Room Editions, Roofing
Siding, Wood Decks & More
t/red
10s

DAVID HOWARD

HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing, yard
work,
prOcties & decks Any job_
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500_
I NEED Work! Vinyl siding.
. metal, single roofing,
home repairs_ 753-1001.
LAWN Mowing & Tnmmng Please call
436-2131
LEDBETTER Paving &
Concrete Basements
270-898-8316

(270) 251-3128

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

LICENSED & INSURED

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in Re-Roof &
Roof Repair. Free Estimates. 489-6125.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick up and deliver. 7535668.
PLUMBING
REPAIR
SERVICE All work guaranteed Free estimates.
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
POBOY'S Lawn Mowing.
Call 759-4659.
QUALITY Care Lawn
Services Mulch, trimming,
planting, tree removal.
10% to seniors. Free estimates. Ins. 759-5353.

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
hoe of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

O

All Types of:
Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom

. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
.
-411...-Aillibt•
1\11..wwmeill°16.-----.1k.

- WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
Vdditions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WELDING &
MACHINING
Aluminum. cast iron
& stainless .
, • 435-4305.

Don't Worry. Be ready to place a
HAPPY AD in the....

LEDGER & TIMES
all 12701 753-1916 to place your ad today!

•

Car Valet Detail wash & wax 753-7262
Fru COIUMil

I

II 1
01110S,N1111
ft&.
tow '44 p
'P
,--14
rtiEmmamwant..........e€7)

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times ar SAR
$7.50
$12 50
$15.00

1x2 ad 25 word max.
1 insert.e.r.
2 in/krt....nu
3 ingoort.enit
2x2 ad 70 word max.
1 )r.itri
2 .7rw•••"...1 tri

$14.00
$19.00
tivit.r.etrl
$23.00 ..
Ads must he paid in axi,(tows

DEADLINES AU 2 BAYS a 21111111/22
Monday Edition
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Dairy Foods
Four baked oatmeal cookies - Emily
Carraway, champion, Rachel Talent.
Emily Futrell. Jessica Reed, blue.
Foods Exhibits
Four peanut butter cookies - Jessica Reed, champion, Rachel Talent,
Meg Futrell, blue.
Four plain muffins - Emily Carraway, champion, Jessica Reed, blue.
Four biscuits with cheese or orange
- Nancy Robertson, champion.
Four yeast rolls - Emily Futrell,
champion.
Food Preservation
Package of cookies for freezing Nancy Robertson, champion.
Altrista Canning
Vegetables - LaShawn Lewis, blue.
Pickled foods - LaShawn Lewis,
blue.
Soft spreads - Corrie Reinhardt,
champion, Jacinda Lewis, blue.
Crochet
Crochet II - Heather Ferguson,
champion.
Knitting
Knit with pattern stitches - Audrey
Ferguson, champion.
Clothing
Pillows - Angela Oliver, blue.
Get Ready, Set, Sew - Jessica Reed,
champion,'Rachel Talent, blue.
Casual Wear - Heather Ferguson,
blue.
Knit Know-How - Audrey Ferguson, blue.
Home Environment
Cloth using machine stitching Rachel Talent, champion, LaShawna
Lewis, red.
Refinished Wood Item - Emily
Futrell, champion, Meg Futrell, blue.
Small article made of cloth - Angela
Oliver, blue.
Recycled or low cost furnishing
item - Angela Oliver, champion.
Geology
First year of different specimens Rachel Talent, champion, Audrey Ferguson, Heather Ferguson, Sarah Kuykendall, blue.
Second year of different specimens
- Brian Shelby, champion, Josh Lewis,
white.
Photography
Five color daylight photographs of
same subject - Sarah Kuykendall, blue.
Two color flash photographs of any
subject - Angela Oliver, blue.
Horticulture Photography
Single Color - Angela Oliver, blue.
Electric
Decorative Lamp - Josh Lewis,
champion, Darren Lawson, blue.
Electronics using transistors - Brian
Shelby, champion, Jacinda Lewis, red.
Other electric circuits - Jacob
McKenzie, champion.

HOROSCOPES

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, June
24, 1999:
Unexpected financial developments
require a strong hand_ You have the
wherewithal to deal with events, take
charge. if need be. Think in terms of
security. and you won't have a problem!
Creativity remains high. Express yourself in a meaningful manner, whether
through an innate talent, a gift or within
a relationship. If you are single. romance
is passionate if you are open to it. Be
careful about how much you spend to
make yourself feel desirable. You could
meet someone very special through a
fnend. If attached, this will be a banner
year if you work as a team Continue to
use care with joint finances. You react
intensely to SCORPIO
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have'
4-Positive,
5-Dynamic;
3-Average. 2-So-so: 1 -Difficult

VIVANT'S

All Yard
Sales I
Garage
Sales
Must Be
Pre-Paid.

Junior Ceramics - Jessica Reed,
champion. Coley Miller, red.
Junior Design Ceramics - Coley
Miller, champion.
Junior Painting - Rachel Talent.
champion.
Junior Drawing - Brian Shelby,
champion, Rachel Talent and Josh
Lewis, blue, Jacinda Lewis, red.
Senior Drawing - Leslie Eagle,
champion. LaShawna Lewis, blue.
Others not listed - Jacob McKenzie. champion, Scott Coleman, Brittany Eagle, Halee Greer, blue. Brian
Shelby, Coley Miller, Angela Oliver,
red.
Halloween Crafts - Angela Oliver,
champion.
Christmas Crafts - Angela Oliver,
champion, Rachel Talent, blue.
Junior Girls Camp Crafts - Jessica Reed, champion, Halee Greer, blue.
Scrap Art - LaShawna Lewis, champion. Josh Lewis, Jacinda Lewis, Scott
Coleman and Angela Oliver, blue.
Painted shirts and accessories
Angela Oliver, champion.
Stencil Art - Angela Oliver, champion.
Easter crafts - Nancy Robertson,
champion, Angela Oliver, blue.
Jewelry and accessories - Halee
Greer, champion, Heather Ferguson,
Jessica Reed, Angela Oliver. blue.
Model Kits - Jacob McKenzie,
champion. Brian Shelby, blue.
Breads
Four cornmeal muffins - Meg
Futrell, champion.
Four muffins - Heather Ferguson,
champion.
Four biscuits - Audrey Ferguson,
champion.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

S

FREE. 3 Female Orange
kirens. 753-2469 between
5,1 8p m.

Ginny Harper, county extension
agent for youth, has released the
names of 4-H members having
entries at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair as follows:
Arts and Crafts
Junior Cross-stitch - Angela Oliver, champion.
Junior Folk Art - Nancy Robertson, champion; Rachel Talent, Jessica
Reed, Scott Coleman, Sarah Kuykendall
and Angela Oliver, all blue; Darren
Lawson, red.
Junior Weaving - Jacinda Lewis,
champion; Heather Ferguson, blue;
Josh Lewis, red.
•
Senior Weaving - LaShawna Lewis,
c• hampion.
Junior Nature Crafts - Nancy Robertson, champion, Rachel Talent and Scott
Coleman, blue.
Junior Leather - Angela Oliver,
champion.
Junior Decorative Clothing - Halee
Greer, champion, Rachel Talent, blue.

Owned Operated By
Tim Lamb

SILK flower arrangements
for weddings etc Call Katie at 270-436-2347

FREE to good home 4mo
old temale Lab/Blue Healmix black w/some
Nosin. Looks like a Lab
45-4026 after 6pm or
leave message

Harper announces 4-H entries

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Superficiality is ineffective You
are challenged left and right Stay
focused on what works Count on yourself and perhaps one other person Others
are unpredictable, overindulgence is
likely Your focus and your willingness
to cooperate with a partner make you a
winner Toraght Enjoy the one you love!
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and will be unpredictable. You have no
control other than with yourself.
Laughter and celebration always seem
natural for you. Be discreet about with
whom you share your views. Tonight: Be
joyful.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** A change or news from a distance
could be disappointing, but you can't
buck current trends. Your nerves are
frayed. Take some time away, whether it
is a quiet lunch by yourself or a walk in
the park. A loved one may ask you to
keep a secret. Establish limits_ Tonight:
Dinner for two.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Some days, you might just shake
your head. This is one of those days.
Those you depend on emotionally and
financially are difficult. Listen carefully
to others' opinions, then discard them if
you wish! Just be politically correct.
Avoid risk at all costs. Tonight: Enjoy a
pal's company.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** A boss beams, even if others
are difficult and testy. You make a positive impression. Stay focused, know
what you want. Your caring comes
through, although another may simply
have a chip on his shoulder. Feel free to
do the unexpected. Domestic matters are
still unpredictable. Tonight: As you wish.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** Don't resist the inevitable. Pressure
remains intense; it might be difficult to
get to the bottom of problems. Toss your
hands in the air and take off Do something that's totally fun for you Listen to
your instincts; be spontaneous. Back off
from what isn't working. Tonight Call a
special friend at a distance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
**** Watch your wallet. Somehow,
you end up spending more than you had
anticipated A child or loved one feels
off-balance and can be very difficult.
You can play into this and woo him out
of his blues. or you can ignore the behavior Both approaches have their pros and
cons Tonight. Whooping it up!
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 181
* * * Listen to a boss, there's no alternative except to do as he wishes
Pressure is intense - you certainly feel
stretched Stay calm and avoid doing
anything too wild One step at a time'
Another is a bit goo-goo over you
Accept this canng Tonight Out
P1SC1,S (Feb 19-March 201
•••• Nervousness works against
you (in for a walk at lunch or perhaps
get a massage Avoid being triggered,
stay in a detached state Unexpected
developments put a smile on your face A
co-worker might care a lot more than you
realize Be aware of what you are walking into Tonight Make travel plans'

By Pe

Wood Science
Simple items with use of fasteners - Garden Lawson,champion, Angela
Oliver, Audrey Ferguson, Scott Coleman, blue.
Wood items with hand tools and
use of fasteners - Michael Siebold,
champion, Jessica Reed, Garden Lawson, Sarah Kuykendall, blue.
Item using hand tools, power tools
and fasteners - Michael Siebold, blue
Horticulture and Plant Science
Experimental horticulture - Scott
Coleman, red.
Project exhibits - Halee Greer, blue.
Vegetable bucket garden - Rachel
Talent, blue.
ETHELYN LOBERGER
House Plants - Rachel Talent, blue
Tomato, 5 per plate - Scott Coleman, blue.
Peppers, 5 per plate - Scott Coleman, blue.
Largest tomato by weight - Scott
Coleman, blue.
Largest cabbage by weight - Scott
Ethelyn Loberger, director of
Coleman, blue.
Volunteer Services at Murray-CalLargest pumpkin by weight - Scott
loway County Hospital, has earned
Coleman, red.
her certification as a director of
Plate of peas - Scott Coleman, red.
volunteer services.
Plate of 3 onions - Rachel Talent,
She passed an extensive writblue.
ten test as part of earning her cerThree squash - Scott Coleman, blue.
tification from the Southeastern
Three sweet peppers - Scott Cole- Directors of Volunteer Service in
man, blue.
Healthcare
Organizations
Five hot peppers - Scott Coleman, (SDVSHO).
blue.
Loberger also was required to
present the formal volunteer handThree ears of corn - Scott Coleman.
book used by MCCH and provide
Miscellaneous vegetable - Rachel evidence of expertise in policy and
administration of a volunteer proTalent, blue.
Best cut flowers - Scott Coleman, gram. SDVSHO represents volunblue, Jacinda Lewis, Halee Greer, blue. teer service directors from 13 states.
Crops
Loberger is one of only three
Mixed hay, half bale - Halee Greer, hospital directors of volunteer servblue.
ice in the Kentucky who have full
Yellow ear, 8 shucked - Scott Cole- certification.
man, blue.
Yellow ear - Scott Coleman, red.
Yellow shelled - Scott Coleman,
red.
White ear, 8 ears - Scott Coleman.
blue.
White ear, 8 ears - Scott Coleman,
red.
Soybeans, 3 stalks tied - Scott
Coleman, blue.
The Murray State University
Soybeans, half gallon - Scott ColeSummer
Community Band
is
man, blue.
Wheat, half gallon - Scott Cole- rehearsing for a concert July 2.
The concert is at the steps of
man, blue.
Lovett
Auditorium and will begin
Best 3 stalks of corn - Scott Coleat 7 p.m.
man, blue.
Audience members are encourBest stalk of dark fired tobacco aged
to bring lawn chairs and
Scott Coleman, blue.
Best stalk of burley tobacco - Scott blankets.
movie
marches,
Standard
Coleman, blue.
music
of
themes,
jazz
and
the
Best stalk dark air cured tobacco
Gershwin are just some of the
- Scott Coleman, blue.
perBest hand dark fired tobacco - musical selections that will be
concert should last
formed.
The
Scott Coleman, blue.
an hour and should be a real treat.
Best hand burley tobacco - Scott
The band is under the direcColeman, red.
tion of John Fannin, assistant direcBest hand dark air cured tobacco
tor of bands at MSU.
Scott Coleman, blue.

Loberger earns
certification
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ments about future therapy. I don't
believe that your orthopedist's
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is a doctor approach was in any way an attempt
required to tell a patient what an X- to mislead you.
ray shows? Last autumn, I had a
slight misstep that caused pain in my
pelvis. After an orthopedic specialist
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 60-year-old
X-rayed the area of discomfort, he
showed the films to me. I saw faint sister has had arthritis for many
lines in each of the pelvic bones, years. Recently, her doctor told her
which the doctor dismissed. Now I'm that she has hemochromatosis.
afraid that I'm walking around (with What's the relation?
difficulty) with hair-line fractures. If I
DEAR READER: Hemochromaam, why don't they tell me?
tosis, the most commonly inherited
DEAR READER: I think perhaps metabolic abnormality in the Western
they have. Linear shadows are the rule world, is a basic disorder related to
in the X-ray studies of bones. Such how the body handles iron. In patients
faint lines are normal; they simply rep- with the disease, excessive amounts
resent the structure of the bones. Your of dietary iron are absorbed and
orthopedic consultant probably dis- deposited in the tissues, leading to the
missed the lines as a normal configu- diagnostic triad of cirrhosis, diabetes
ration. In any case, even if you had and skin pigmentation. Recently. dochair-line fractures of your pelvis, there tors discovered that more than 64 peris nothing to be done. In four to six cent of such patients suffer from
weeks they would heal anyway and arthritis, which - far from being a
you'd be none the worse for wear.
late manifestation of the disease —
If you are genuinely interested in may actually be one of its first signs.
whether a fracture is present, you Specialists are now urging physicians
should have a bone scan — a specific to check iron levels (the serum fertest that will show tiny fractures, ritin test) in all patients with arthritis.
which are often nearly invisible on Once diagnosed in this manner, treatregular X-ray films. In your situation, ment is straightforward and univera bone scan is not vital to your health sally successful: the periodic removal
and independence. I believe that the of a pint of blood, to reduce the body's
iron stores. Your sister's doctor has
cost of the scan could be put to better admirable
diagnostic skills.
use in the form of physical therapy to
keep your joints limber and your musTo give you related information, I
cles strong.
Although doctors are not required am sending you a copy of my Health
by law or ethical standards to discuss Report "Understanding OsteoX-ray findings with patients. most arthritis." Other readers who would
physicians that I know are more than like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
willing to do so. This seems to me to self-addressed, stamped envelope to
be an appropriate action that is con P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
sistent with good medical practice New York, NY 10156. Be sure to menbecause it gives patients more infor- tion the title.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
mation to help them make sound judg-

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
"Eileen in Port Angeles" about CPR
and the people who judge the caregivers hit home. As a volunteer firefighter and emergency medical
technician for 18 years, I have
answered many calls where a person has died from cardiac arrest.
It's hard when a stranger dies in
your hands, and even harder when
it's someone you know.
The evolution of CPR and defibrillation has made it possible to
"save" a percentage of these people,
but it's a very small percentage.
Most cardiac arrests result in the
patient remaining dead. Therefore
it's important that anyone rendering care remember that once the
heart stops, the person is clinically
dead. Nothing they do is going to
make that worse. (fall of the resuscitation efforts fail, the care
provider has not "killed" the person,
nor contributed to his death, and it
is neuer the provider's fault that the
person died.
If more people got involved and
learned CPR and other basic firstaid skills, they would have a better
understanding of life and death,
and they wouldn't be so quick to
criticize and look for blame that
isn't there.

prepared to go this tar. Thankfully,
"Mary Helen" was. Heroes never
plan to be heroic; they just unselfishly give of themselves.
"Mary Helen," please recognize
that you exhibited the courage, executed the skills and performed heroically. Remember, the ultimate decision was never yours to make. That
load is not yours to bear.
We are excited by the entry of
new technology and improved CPR
skills that will allow us to substantially increase resuscitation rates. I
am referring to the introduction of
the Automated External Detibrillator AED) and newly enhanced
courses offered by national training
entities for the general public. In
the near future this device will be
readily available in stadiums, airports, shopping centers, businesses,
churches and homes. The challenge
is to train as many people as possible in the operation of this userfriendly medical marvel.
I encourage your readers to contact their nearest CPR training
facility and inquire about the AED
and the latest courses available in
its application.

DEAR BILL: That's exciting
news. About five years ago, I
had my staff certified in a
"heart-saver" course offered by
the American Heart Association. Thank heavens we have
never encountered an emergency, but it's better to be safe
than sorry. Thank you for the
reminder to call the association
and ask,"What's new?"

DEAR BOB: I have a stack of
mail from readers echoing your
sentiments. Read on:

Ten years ago
Murray-Calloway County Swim
Team continued their winning
string with a 703-617 victory over
host Marion. Five local swimmers
going unbeaten for the day were
Brandon Kellie, Scott Kellie, Caleb
Johnson, Gaya Trimble and Peter
Johnson.
Births reported include a boy to
Rhonda and Mark Brown, a girl to
Deena and Michael Pace and a boy
to Pamela and Bobby Henderson,
June 15.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Potts will
be married 50 years June 24.
Twenty years ago
Dr. C.C. Lowry, local surgeon
and member of Murray Lions Club,
was installed as governor of District 43K of Lions today at the conclusion of the Lions 62nd International convention in Montreal,
Quebec, Canada.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Moser, June
11; a boy to Major and Mrs. James
E. Blankenship and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Cole, June 14; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Skelton,
June 15; a girl to Graham and Pattie Dunn Tustain, June 18.
Thirty years ago
Howard McNeely, president of
Local Union 1068 of AFL-CIO,
said that the contract between the
union and the Murray Division of
the Tappan Company was ratified
by vote yesterday at the Calloway
County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
William B. Miller, assistant superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, was named superintendent

DEAR ABBY: As a 30-year veteran emergency medical services
technician and current CPR
instructor, I can empathize with the
overwhelming feeling of guilt experienced by "Mary Helen," who performed CPR on her brother. In our
society, we are conditioned to
believe that anything less than
"winning" is failure. But to encourage that guilt by saying someone
failed or "lost" a cardiac-arrest victim is reprehensible.
Potential rescuers must have the
motivation to learn CPR. Second,
they must be willing to get involved
Ice Cream Co.
and take control in an emergency. South dealer.
realized at trick one that virtually
Third, they must be able to exert Both sides vulnerable.
Watch For Its In Your
his only chance for the ambitious
the physical strength and emotional
NORTH
slam undertaking was to execute a
Neighborhood!
stamina. These challenges must be
5
squeeze. This would require the
met before the actual CPR process
VA 1097
defender who held the majority of
begins. Most individuals are not
•Q J 72
the missing clubs to also hold the
+A K 43
majority ofthe missing hearts, but
WEST
EAST
since there seemed to be no better
•Q 7 3
46AK109842 prospect, South set all his sights
V Q 543
VJ2
on this one objective.
•4
•6 5
Accordingly, after East won
416Q 10 8 6 2
+97
the opening spade lead and shifted
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4J6
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K 86
dummy, played another trump,
P012 YOU
• A K 10 9 8 3
cashed the A-K of clubs and ruffed
+J5
a club. He then led two more rounds
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of trumps, producing this position:
South
West
North East
North
1•
Pass
1V
24
•A 109
Pass
3•
4+
44
5V
Pass
6•
Opening lead — three of spades.
One of the qualities that distinguishes the expert declarerfrom
6-23
other mortals is his ability to project
the position he sees at trick one —
when dummy first appears — to
Declarer now led his last
what the position will look like, trump, and West could not discard
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Tomorrow: It takes two to tango.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 23.
the 174th day of 1999. There are
191 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 23, 1868, Christopher
Latham Sholes received a patent
for an invention he called a "TypeWriter."
On this date:
In 1938, the Civil Aeronautics
Authority was established.
In 1947, the Senate joined the
House in overriding President Truman's veto of the Taft-Hartley Act.
In 1955, Walt Disney's "Lady
and the Tramp," the first animated feature filmed in CinemaScope,
opened in theaters.
In 1967, President Johnson and
Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin
held the first of two meetings in
Glassboro, N.J.
In 1969, Warren E. Burger was
sworn in as chief justice of the
United States by the man he was
succeeding, Earl Warren.
In 1972, President Nixon and
White House chief of staff H.R.
Haldeman discussed a plan to use
the CIA to obstruct the FBI's
Watergate investigation.(Revelation
of the tape recording of this conversation sparked Nixon's resignation in 1974.)
In 1985, all 329 people aboard
an Air-India Boeing 747 were killed
when the plane crashed into the
Atlantic Ocean near Ireland, apparently because of a bomb.
Five years ago: French marines
and Foreign Legionnaires headed
into Rwanda to try to stem the
country's ethnic slaughter.
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7 Damage
8 Foot lever
9 Inner coating
10 Mr Hershiser
11 TV actress
Susan's
family
16 Vast penod of

,

Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Fain and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Burks, June IS; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. William Cleaver Jr., June 16;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles N.
Eldridge, June 17.
Forty years ago
Joe Pat James, Robert Hendon,
C.C. Lowry, Bethel Richardson,
James Rogers, Rob Ray, George
Lilly and James Blalock were installed as officers of the Murray Lions Club at a dinner meeting at
South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Reed Jr., a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Clatis Reed and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Daniel.
Fifty years ago
Candidates for county offices in
the primary election on Aug. 6 will
draw for positions on June 24, according to Calloway County Court
Clerk Lester Nanny.
Births reported include twin
boys to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Young, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Murl
Sanders Jr., and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Alden Turner, June 16; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Rudolph,
June 18; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. E.F.
Alexander and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Devine, June 20.

Call to
subscribe to
the Ledger &
Times today!
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at a meeting of the Calloway
County School Board. He succeeds
Buron Jeffrey who tendered his resignation as superintendent as of
June 30.
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(Stephen
King book
and movie)
49 Obstruct
50 On the —
(fleeing)
53 Left-hand

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Or call

(270) 753-1916
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WKMS sets program schedule for holiday weekend
. •
4.-•it"'
* • •

•

•

•

patriotic music performed by big
bands.
• Jazzman Hails Satchmo at 3
p.m., July 4 - Andy "Jazzman"
Smith pays tribute to the traditional birthday of Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong.
Jazzman will play examples from
several decades of Armstrong's
music from his first recording career
in the 1920s, his Big Band days
in the 30s and his later years in
the 50s and 60s. Along the way
you'll hear such well- known tunes
as Mood Indigo, Black and Tan
Fantasy, Drop Me Off in Harlem,
Struttin' With Some Barbecue and
many more.

an Spring by Aaron Copland plus
works by Barber, Bennett, and
more.
Other special holiday programming includes:
• The 21st Annual Playboy Jazz
Festival - Five hours of the best
performances from one of our
country's most eagerly anticipated
annual music events, hosted by
Bill Cosby. July 3, beginning at
9 p.m., you'll hear saxophonist
Grover Washington, Jr., guitarist
Buddy Guy, and innovative vocalists Jon Hendricks and Annie Ross,
as well as today's popular swing
band The Cherry Poppin' Daddies.
The concert continues July 4
at 8 p.m. with Ray Charles, Etta
James and Chick Corea plus allstar tributes to Duke Ellington and
Cannonball and Nat Adderley.
• The Music From the Front
Porch 4 of July Picnic at 9 a.m.
July 3 -John McMillen, Molly Melson and the Front Porch crew
bring you the best in All-American Folk and Bluegrass.
They'll be talking barbecue and
comparing notes on musicians and
festivities in the area.
• Strike up the Band with W.A.
Franklin at 1 p.m. July 4 - "Sounds
of the Big Bands" host W.A.
Franklin will feature selections of

The Fourth of July falls on a
Sunday this year and 91.3 WKMS
will be packed with special holiday programming throughout the
weekend, concluding with a reading of the Declaration of Independence by National Public Radio
correspondences and personalities
on July 5th.
The 91.3 WKMS sound celebration begins July 2 at 1 p.m.
with "The U.S. Coast Guard Band
in Concert."
Recorded during a live concert
on the campus of the United States
Coast Guard Academy, the concert features musical selections
inspired by America's major military conflicts.
. It includes a set of Sousa marches marches composed during World
War I, Charles Ives' moving tribute to Cival War veterans, World
War 11 music by Samuel Barber
and others of that era, and a medley tribute to all the armed services.
At 7 p.m. Classical Encore host
Dr. John Dressler, continues the
celebration with "An All-American Classical Encore." Included will
be Variations on "America" by
Charles Ives, Concerto in F by
George Gershwin, and Appalachi-

• 4 of July: The Independence
Day Concert at 5 p.m., July 4 Three hours of festive. American
roots music - live from the base
of the Washington Monument.
It's a remarkable concert that celebrates the variety of music that
has been made in America. A tradition on NPR, the concert features Bluegrass legend Ralph Stanley. gospel queen Shirley Caesar,
Latin jazz master Tito Puente, and
other special guests.
Hosted .by NPR program hosts
Nick Spitzer of "American Roots"
and Fiona Ritchie of -Thistle and

Taylor receives scholarship
Ann Todd Taylor of Calloway
County High School is among 90
Kentucky graduating high school
seniors who will have additional
cash for college, thanks to the
1999-2000 Robert C. Byrd Honors Scholarship Program.
Fifteen students from each of
Kentucky's six congressional districts were selected to receive the
scholarships. Criteria included difficulty of high school courses, college entrance exam scores, an
essay, teacher recommendations,
academic honors, school acitivities and community service.
The students each will receive
a $1,500 scholarship from the U.S.
Department of Education. The
scholarship is renewable for up to
four years.

Each participating school selected and submitted student applications, with the number of applications based on school enrollment figures. The Kentucky
Department of Education received
344 applications this year.
The Robert C. Byrd Scholarship Program provides funds to
eligible graduating high school seniors and GED recipients in each
state. More than 6,000 scholarship
were awarded this year nationwide.
The scholarships were established in honor of U.S. Sen. Robert
C. Byrd of West Virginia, whose
career has focused on the education and training of young people.

ANN TAYLOR

Shamrock,- it's sure to be a soulful, spiritual and supercharged holiday treat.
• Declaration of Independence
July 5 - NPR's Morning Edition

will conclude the Independence Day ing Bob Edwards, Nina Totenberg,
weekend in style with their tradi- Cokie Roberts and others.
The tradition began on Morntional reading of the Declaration
of Independence by NPR core- ing Edition in 1985 and will be
spondents and personalities includ- part of their regular show.

Community prepares for sidewalk sale
The time has come to search
for those long-awaited treasures as
the community of Murray and Calloway County prepares for the annual sidewalk sale.
The Retail Promotions Committee of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce has
set the sale for July 30- Aug. I.
Merchants will be offering their
summer clearance items below cost.
"Every curb in the city and
county will have all different types
of items available at bargain prices,"
said John Williams, chamber executive vice president. "You could
find anything available from clothes

open their doors on Friday at 9
a.m. and move their merchandise
on the curbs. Most businesses will
close at 5 p.m.
The sale continues on Saturday
from 9 a.m. until 5 pan. A final
day of the sale is slated for bargain hunters on Sunday beginning
at 1 p.m. and will conclude at 5
p.m. Some store hours may vary,
especially on Sunday afternoon.
For more information, contact
the chamber at (270) 753-5171.
The chamber is open Monday
through Friday from 7:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and on Saturdays from
8:30-11:30 a.m.

to houseware items."
The Murray-Calloway County
Annual Sidewalk Sale has been a
tradition that began back in the
late 1970s and has grown every
year.
"This sale allows our retailers
the chance to clean out their stores
in preparation of their fall and
Christmas merchandise that will
be arriving shortly," Williams said.
"By doing this, it allows them to
offer the consumer attractive bargains."
The retail merchants will keep
their regular hours while participating in this event and most will

Anderson recognized for skills
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Obstetrics/Perinatal Clinical
Specialist Pat Anderson has been
recognized for excellence in nursing at the recent Kentucky Nurse
Day Recognition Banquet in
Louisville.
The Kentucky Nurses Association hosted the banquet.
"Murray-Calloway County Hospital nominated Anderson for the
honor because of her excellent
nursing skills and judgment and
her commitment to the health and
well-being of families in our community,- said Sally Davenport
MCCH vice president of patient
care services.
A nursing graduate of Murray
State University, Anderson has
achieved advanced certification in
a number of areas. Anderson is
an- instructor of CPR, Community
First Aid and Safety, as well as
a program provider for the American Academy of Pediatrics in

from the American Heart Association.
Anderson is responsible for
working with nursing staff, patients
and families so that quality maternal/child patient care is provided
at MCCH.
She also oversees all hospitalsponsored childbirth classes offered
by MCCH in Calloway and Trigg
Counties. She has established an
effective grief-support program for
families who are dealing with fetal
death.
She also helped lead a project
to implement LogiCare,a computergenerated education program for
patients in MCCH's acute care
units and the Emergency Department.
Anderson also organizes Children and Healthcare Week tours
at MCCH. The community has
benefited from her many health education presentations at area middle and high schools.

PAT ANDERSON
Neonatal Resuscitation.
She is certified in Maternal-Child
Nursing Practice from the American Nurses Association as well as
Pediatric Advanced Life Support
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Like a Rock

CHEVROLET
It Get s Around

1999 S-10 LS Pickup
St. #99236. A/C, AM/FM cassette, alum.
wheels, much more.

'14999*

-maw'

\is

air acessaff

PelursMT°a x

36 mo closed-end lease, payment plus tax. 12.000 mile
per year. $528.29 at lease signing, includes first months
payment. security deposit, license plates, $750 factory
rebate included in calculation, w/approved credit.

The All New
Tracker

airr Tocisalig

.

The Truck

1999 Chev. Tracker Convertible

1999 Silverado Pickup

St. #99379. A/C, cassette, much more

St. #99270. Reg. cab, auto.. NC, Much more.

$1 9964* Per Mo.
Plus Tax
'36 mo closed-end lease, payment plus tax, 12.000 mile,
per year, S1.646.02 at lease signing, includes first months
payment, security deposit. $1,000 down payment. license
plates w'approyed credit

1999 Chev. Lumina 4 Dr.
St. #99270. P/W, P. Locks, tilt/cruise, much
more.
Mo.
lurs Tax
$24999* Pe

$24744* Per Mo.
Plus Tax
•36 ma closed-end lease, payment plus tax. 12.000 mile
per year. 51.628.85 at lease signing, includes first months
payment. security deposit. S1.000 down payment. license
plates wiapproyed credit.

Used Cars:
,
_
.
...
,........,
_____.
4?)
992731 - 1998 Toyota Sienne Van -

'36 mo closed-end lease, payment plus tax. 12.000 mile
per year, $1,749 49 at lease singing. includes first months
• payment, security deposit, $1.000 down, license plates
w/approved credit

akiimollimisk.... •

••

'L7
okismobile
Start Something

1999 Olds Alero 2 Dr.
St, #99322
Auto., A/C, cassette, much more.

$24999*

Per Mo.
Plus Tax

'36 mo. closed-end lease. payment plus tax. 12.000 mule
per year. S689.49 at lease signing. includes first months
payment. security deposit, license plates w/approved credit

Local trade, full power
991431 - 1997 Buick Regal - Local trade, full power
992631 - 1997 Nissan 200SX - local trade, extra sharp
98 - 1996 Chevrolet Corvette - local trade, very sharp
993181 - 1996 Chevrolet S10 Ext. Cab - local trade, good gas mileage
992601 -1996 Dodge Intrepid - local trade, only 40.000 miles
991405 - 1996 Olds Cutlass - local trade, very good condition
994061 - 1996 Olds 88LSS - local trade, leather interior, very nice
992351 - 1996 Toyota RAV4 - local, one owner, very nice
5257 - 1996 Honda Accord - local, full power, very sharp
985001 - 1995 Subaru Legacy - local, one owner, very clean
992731 -1994 Cadillac Deville - locall trade, very nice

$23,600
$13,995
$14,385

$22,495
$9,685
S8,995
$10,485
$17,395
$12,995
$15,995
$10,985
$13,685

-

fgadeeea.C.

1999 Cadillac DeVille
St. #99179. Full power, on StarPhone at No
Extra Charge.

List
Peppers Discount

Your Price
______.„.......

,

_ft.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."
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.., Oldsmobile
Start Something

Pt-PPt-iecf

1999 Olds 88
St #99084. Full power, keyless entry. AM/FM
cassette, much more.

List
Peppers Discount
Factory Rebate

$24,605.00
— 2,294.00
— 2,500.00

Your Price

$
19981 1 00

$40,085.00
—6,217.00
$
00
33,868

.—..........
...,

_
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CHEVROLET'

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900
1-800-325-3229
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1999 Chev. Metro
'Aaidereac.

St. #99207. AM/FM, A/C, mats, much more.
List
$10,603.00
— 656.00
Peppers Discount

— 1,000.00

Factory Rebate

(
--D Oldsmobile.
All prices do not include tax, title and license.
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Your Price
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